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PLANNING
Today there is an extensive interlocking and interplay of
modern group life. Factors contributing to this, as technological
improvements, have brought modern communities face to face with
problems that cannot with sucess be solved by piecemeal plans.
The complexity of modern life demands a high degree of coordination.
There is need of a conscious attempt to regulate and coordinati-
all matters pertaining to the physical environment of a community
so that its future development will take place in an orderly and
efficient way in harmony with its social and economic needs.
Planning places before the people a clear picture of all the
interrelated matters influencing community life. This picture is
obtained by studies and researches of the underlying characteristics
of the municipality. These studies are the basis for making the
best possible arrangement for the development of the community
and the needed improvements for the community so that it may reach
Its fullest growth most efficiently and to the advantage of its
residents. Planning is dynamic and is a continuous process. This
means that its agency, the planning board, is constantly alive to
the present and future local problems. The Board must study con-
stantly the resources, needs, characteristics of the locality and
its financial health.
Well planned communities give everyone a greater safety, pleasure
and the opportunity to get the most out of life. They eliminate
inefficiency and direct the future growth of any community.
New England presents some of the best traditions of town and
village planning. Around the tov/n church, were built the houses,
the government and other community buildings. The earliest record
of a town plan was that of Thomas Graves of Kent, England. He laid
out the town of Gharlestown for the Massachusetts Company,
((
I
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Until the early part of the 19th Century towns developed
informally. Streets followed the contour of the land and the
services demanded from the local government were few.
With the coming of the railroad, the first important change
was made in the character of towns and cities. The Industrial
Revolution brought about more changes in their growth.
Other early plans include the work of Robert Gourlay and
Robert Gopeland. Robert Gourlay wrote a pamphlet called "Plan
for Beautifying New York and Enlarging the City of Boston.**
In this he foretold the coming of the subway system to Boston and
predictes the growth of Boston's population. Robert Gopeland in
1872 wrote a book called: "Essay and Plan for the Improvement of
the City of Boston." His proposals were confined to streets and
opened spaces. Land development companies were laying out
extensive subdivisions of certain areas. Industrial concerns also
were planning dwellings for their workers.
All these early plans ere uncoordinated and few men saw a
need for the planned integration of municipal activity. Despite
early difficulties, Massachusetts was to point the way in the
field of planning and housing by the establishment of the Met-
ropolitan Park Commission and the Water Supply and Sewerage Board
of 1890, and the Homestead Commission in 1911, and by the enact-
ment of the planning laws of 1913 and 1936.
In 1911 the Homestead Commission was established by the
State Legislature to investigate methods of providing suburban
cottages for families in the lower-income group. The conclusions
arrived at by the Commission resulted in these recommendations:
(1) The establishment of a planning board in cities with a popu-
lation over 10,000, (2) Form associations to plan and construct
low-cost suburban homes.
cc
c
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The first planning board in Massachusetts was established
at Salem in 1911 after a destructive fire in that city. A
Commission of five was appointed to study the City and make a City
plan to meet the situation then and those in the future. In 1913
as a result of the recommendations of th e Homestead Commission an
Act was passed by the State legislature making mandatory the
establishment of a planning board in cities and towns in Mass-
achusetts with a population over 10,000. By the end of 1913 there
were 45 municipalities with planning boards. In 1914 an Act of the
State legislature authorized towns with a population less than
10.000 to establish a planning board. The increase in the number
of boards is indicated in this table:
Year Active Boards Inactive Boards
1915 50 15
1920 36 17
1925 77 4
1930 115
1935 123
1942 158 4
In 1915 the Massachusetts Federation of Planning Boards was
organized. Its purpose is to promote city and town planning in
Massachusetts and to ^ ve these boards advice and information.
In 1936 the Massachusetts Federation of Planning Boards had eighty
active members from municipal planning boards. They study special
phases of planning and zoning. They sponsor legislation to futher
the aims of city planning. It is entirely independent of the
State Planning Board and represents the point of view of municipalities.
The two organization s actually work in harmony.
In 1935 Massachusetts passed an Act creating a State planning
Board com.posed of nine members appointed by the Governor with the
advice and consent of the- Council for a six year term. The duties
of this board are "(l) the preparation of the master plan, adopted
cc
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in whole or in part and amendments, (2) the planning or assisting
in planning of all projects, public or private, of which federal
funds may pay all or part of cost." The board is to co-operate
with executive, legislative, planning, housing or zoning authorities
of other states and localities; with national, regional, county,
municipal and other local agencies.
In 1936 an act was passes to improve the method of municipal
planning, which permits cities and towns having planning boards or
boards of survey may vest the povers of these two boards in a
newly created planning board. All cities and town reaching a
population of 10,000 after 1936 are required to set up planning
boards
.
One severe handicap to planning has been the failure of
municipalities to appropriate necessary funds for planning boards
to carry on their activities. Most appropriations are $100 or
less. In 1936 only eighteen boards had appropriations over $250
and only thirteen boards had $500 or more. There was a marked
increase in appropriations in 1936 compared with 1934. In 1936
cities and towns of Massachusetts appropriates $47,973 more than
was appropriated in 1934. Federal programs like GWA, ERA, and
WPA have resulted in appropriations to take care of incidental
expenses in planning work.
Planning Boards are concerned with their own local problems.
Land problems include the study of the soil and the use to which
the different types of land will be put; reforestation; and the
relation of land problems to industry, agriculture and recreational
service. Water problems include emergency supplies, flood control
and pollution. Industrial problems include the trend of trade
and business and how it affects the social structure of the community.
Recreational problems include the providing of parks and beaches

and other amusement centers for people within a community.
Transportation problems include new highways. The most important
problem is the study of the financial health of the community so
we can determine what the community can afford to be with the
best results. The object of the State Planning today is to
establish effective planning boards in every community over
5,00^ and in such smaller community as are ready to elect a board.
The State Planning Board is merely acting in an advisory
capacity in its relations to community planning Boards. It studies
and surveys offer invaluable information to local officials.
These are some of the projects available to local boards. Land
use maps covering 339 municipalities in the State are used by
defense plants and for the expansion of industrial activity.
They show land use, topography, roads and buildings, roads and
waterways, and soil classification. The 23 important river basins
in Massachusetts have been incorporated into a series of drainage
basin studies including water supply, sewage disposal and stream
pollution, flood control, hydroelectric power, water recreation
and navigation. The Comniittee for the Classification of State
Waters has analyzed the waters and divided them into the following
types: (1) drinking water, (2) bathing water, (3) water for
recreational purposes, (4) water for commercial navigation and
transportation and (5) polluted waters.
Studies have been made of trends in Industry and how they
affect the economy of the Commonwealth, A preliminary study of
buildings need after the war has been made. In the field of
transportation a new map showing the airfields and the future
expansion of airports in Massachusetts has been compiled. Also
a study has been made of highway and rapid transit projects.
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Hand in hand vi th the planning board goes the oo mmunity zoning
law. Zoning has proceeded planning and results in the weakness
of the Zoning law. In Boston the restriction of the heights of
buildings in 1904 is part of the early zoning effort. The legal
basis for it was the police power. Thislegislat ion was attacked
and the case Welch v. Swazey reached the Supreme Coufct established
one of the precedents from which future urban zoning ordinances
received much judicial support. Until 193,"^, acts permitted only
the urban type of zoning which includes districts used for resi-
dence, business, light and heavy industy etc. Height, bulk aid
location were regulated. Massachusetts counties were permitted
to pass regulations largely resembling those found in urban
ordinances but adapted to their own conditions. This power was
granted in order to control the development of those areas
surrounding urban centers yet not within the jurisdiction of an
incorporated municipality.
The general welfare of a community is endangered when uncontrolled
development permits dark and crowded living conditions, a scarcity
of play areas, the destruction of home values through the invasion
of factories and shops in residential areas and by the exorbitant
tax rate resulting from economic disorder.
In 1942 there v/ere 110 municipalities having a Zoning law or
ordinance. These laws permit the regulation of height, number of
stories, size of structures, percentage of lot occupied, size of
yards, courts and open spaces, density of population and the
location and the use of buildings and land.
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Part li. Planning in post-war world in Mass, Municipalities
Many agencies both public and private are already making
plans for the post-war period. In. Massachusetts the Governor
has appointed a Committee on Fost-War Readjustment. The
Legislature in June of 1943 in Chapter 517 authorized the
Emergency Public Works Commission to Prepare a Post-War Program
of public works to be undertaken. A Post-War planning Committee
has been established in 252 communities in Massachusetts.
In the post-war world one of the important readjustments
will be the shift of manpower from war production and the
battle arears to peacetime production. Every American who needs
or wants a job and is capable of performing it or learning to
perform it, should have the opportunity to do so. Private
Industry cannot possibly perform this task alone so the government
has stepped in to help private industry carry this burden.
Surveys similar to the Albert Lee experiment in the west are
taking place in Massachusetts. In Boston, the Chamber of Commerce
has begun an investigation of all jobs that were available before
the war, all jobs available at the present time and all jobs that
will be available in the post-war period. The Committee of Economic
Development has sent out questionnaires to manufacturers within the
Boston area. The two agencies are cooperation with each other to
prevent duplication of effort.
While the main source of reliance for employment depends on
private Industry, public works and service programs will play a
large part in providing employment to people. In this respect,
the Emergency Public Works Comm.lssion has sent out a series of
letters to discover the 9xte4nt to v/hlch the Post-War Planning
Committees have gone in designing projects to provide not only
employment but to resume the growth of a planned community

2.
disturbed by a war- torn world.
The first questionnaire sent on August 11, 1943 was designed
to find out whether or not the municipality had a committee for
post-war planning and if so who were its members.
The second questionnaire was sent shortly after the answer
to the first list had been filed at the Emergency Public Works'
Office at 20 Somerset Street in Boston. This vms designed to
discover what the municipality was actually planning in regard to
public work projects. The municipality entered the number of
projects, the Funds appropriated and the estimated cost of the
projects. The projects were to be listed under three different
categories: (1) Projects for which working plans and specifications
were complete, (2) Projects for which working plans and specifications
are partially complete and (5) Projects under consideration for which
no working plans or specifications have been made.
In order that these plans and projects be realized in the
post-war period, it is important that money or reserves of some
sort be set aside. There are three methods being used in
Massachusetts to obtain these reserves: (1) Because Municipal
expenses have dropped in the past few years, some cities are
peging their tax rates at the pre-war level and putting aside
the reserve for the post-war period. Other a ties and towns
are establishing long-range programming of public works. This is
known as the ''capital oulay" budget system. Other municipalities
are buying bonds to be put away for these programs. Chapter 5 of
the General laws of 1943 enables counties, cities, towns, and
districts to purchase bonds.
In March, 1943 - 2 bills before Massachusetts legislature
allowing for the formation of Municipal reserves with certain
restrictions. This would allow money to be held in reserve in good

3years and spent In lean years. It would also tend to prevent
major variations in the tax rate. Nineteen states including
Massachusetts have passed such municipal admission tax bills.
The state allov/s the levy of such a tax to build up a post-war
reserve for public works program in that period.
Funds expended for the building of public works are usually
considered capital expenditures or capital outlays. Public
improvements involve a sizable portion of the municipal income.
Generally improvement are financed through individual bond issues
or other borrowings, sometimes without due consideration of the
effect upon the present and future financial condition of the
municipality.
Municipal budgets are restricted ordinarily by law to one
year, whereas the effect of expenditures for new improvement
programming based upon research has been used at various
governmental levels. To be successfully accomplished, three
important things must be considered. First, the cost of the
proposed projects must be related to the financial resources
of the municipality through essential financial planning. Second,
proposed projects must be selected in accordance with general
community need. This involves community planning. Third, the
element of flexibilty must be provided, if the project is to be
of any value.
The object of the capital-outlay budget system is to provide
for public improvement through an orderly and economically sound
manner. The average number of years for most plans is five or six.
It is annually revised and reviewed to meet the ever-changing
conditions. Public improvements are planned in accordance with
relative need. The municipality lists the projects in the order
cr
c
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of their importance. A comprehensive planning procedure is
necessary to ^ ve the most benefit to a community.
The advantages of this system enables a municipal to
coodinate all proposed public improvement projects with the
general growth and needs of the community. Some advantages are
(1) the volume of public construction is spread over a period
of time and this avoids a lack of funds for improvements during
a depression; it also means that unemployment will not increase
during a depression in the field of public works; (2) the
preparation of surveys, plans and specification will proceed with
greater efficiency; (3) financial operations can be organized in
accordance to public need; (4) real estate related to public
improvements as parks may be bought when the market is most
favorable; (5) Federal and State Grant-in-Aids might be used to
greater advantage if the plans were already complete; (6) advance
programming avoids the "white elephan^;", and (6) it relieves the
community of the job of answering to pressure groups.
The system and program of public im.provements are based on the
financial resources, the needs and the traditional attitude of the
governmental organization.
Boston, Massachusetts, is engaged in a demonstration study to
establish long-range public works programming. Data regarding the
financial analysis and the needed improvements were assembled by
the planning board. A committee was appointed, consisting of the
mayor as chairman, the chairman of the planning board, the city
auditor, and the budget com.missioner , to review this data and to
assist the mayor in making a final selection of projects for
inclusion in his recommended budget and program.
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In Winchester, Massachusetts the task of preparing the
program was undertaken by the town planning board. Financial
data was supplied by the town auditor and the finance committee.
Data concerning physical needs were submitted to the planning
board lay departmental heads. The planning board then prepared
the program. The first year of the program is prepared by the
planning board and submitted to the finance committee, acting as
a board of estimates. The comir.ittee reviews the recommendations
and prepares its own with respect to each of the projects listed.
Projects proposed in the first year of the planning board program
are then published in the warrant for the annual town meeting
and are acted on at this meeting.
The towns of Greenfield and Brookline have also adopted the
capital outlay budget system. The Capital Projects in Brookline
are defined ad. New Construction, Major repairs and additions and
unusual equipment costing $1,000 or more.
The American City Magazine has made a study of all
municipalit^.9S in the United States which are buying war bonds to
set aside a reserve to prepare for the post-war period. The study
appears in the monthly publicai^ion of the magazine from November,
1942 to August, 194,"^. This is the list of questions sent to each
municipality.
•^Has your city begun to plan for post-war public
works or other municipal improvements to be under-
taken when materials and manpower are available?
If so, what are the principal types of projects
contemplated in these plans?
By what departm.ents of municipal government are
such plans being made?
Does your municipality have a planning commission?
If so, what responsibilities and powers does that
agency have as to post-war planning?
Is your municipality setting aside any reserve in
war bonds or otherwise, for post-war public works?"
i(
(
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The November and December issue of the magazine reported
on municipalities over 50,000 persons that had answered the
Questionnaire. Five Massachusetts Cities answered. Four had
no reserve and one was carrying February issues. American City
reported on municipalties with populations from 25,000 to 50,000.
Seven Massachusetts cities answered the questionnaire. Five had
no reserves and two were making plans.
April and May issues of the magazine reported on municipalities
with population between 15,000 to 25,000. Three Massachusetts
municipalities answered. All these had a definite sum set aside in
war bonds. In July and August the magazine reported on muni-
cipalities with populations between 10,000 to 15,000. Two Mass-
achusetts municipalities answered. Both had a definite sum set
aside in war bonds.

ANALYSIS OP MUNiClPALITIES WITH PLANKING AND ZONING BOARDS
PLANN ING PLANNING TAXES
^ Gii'Y OR.mm POPULATION BOARD ZONING BOARD PER PER
APPnOP
.
Ivi. CAPITA
Acton 2,701 Yes No None |29 140
Adams 12,60P Yes No 50 26 25
Agawam 7,842 No Yes None 33 43
Ame sbury 10,862 Yes No 100 oy 1. oO c.
rlliJ 'it*? X o b 1 e s X e s onr><cUU 31 45
Andover 11,122 Yes Yes 200 29 43
Arlington 40,013 Yes Yes 1000 35 53
Ashland 2,479 Yes No None 35 39
Athol ll,lhO Yes No 5000 40 35
^ITLEBOhO 22,071 Yes Yes 790 34 37
Auburn 6,629 Yes Yes 100 32 30
Barnstable 8,333 Yes Yes 5437 26 81
Bedford 3,807 Ye 3 Yes None 37 33
Belmont 26 , 867 Yes Yes 400 PQ
X c o Yq qX o 34 53
Billerioa 7,933 Yes No None 39 49
770,816 Yes Yes 29 ,240 41 79
Bourne 3,315 Yes No 125 29 81
Boxford 778 Yes No None 30 49
Braintree 16,378 Yes Yes 200 37 55
Br Idgewater 8,902 Yes No - 43 40
.)Bit03KteN
. 62,343 Yes Yes - 40 47
Brookline 49 ,786 Yes Yes c7^ 839 24 75
Burllr0:on 2,275 Yes No - oy
L)Amon ±lJ\jhi Tin QQi^ 1 e s X e s 41 60
Canton 6,381 Y'es Yes 750 36 44
Carlisle 747 Yes Yes 25 21 34
Chelmsford 8,077 Yes Yes 100 30 27
CHELSEA 41,259 None Yes None 46 50
GhlQOPEE 41,664 Yes Yes - 43 39
Clinton 12,440 Yes No - 41 35
Cohasset 3,111 Yes No 100 28 84
Concord 7,972 Yes Yes 250 36 47
JPalton 4,206 Yes No - 39
Q \7O V* Q 14 1 7Q Yft «?X u o 41 35
Dartmouth 9,011 Yes No 200 31 38
Dedham 15,508 ^-'es Yes 50 35 56
Deerfield 2,684 Yes No - 25 35
Dennis 2,015 Yes No 100 27 67
pover 1,374 None Yes - 19 59
Dracut 7,339 Yes No - 50 30
Duxbury 2,359 Yes No 100 23 73
E . Longmeadow 3,403 Yes Yes None 34 39
Easthampton 10,316 Yes No None 37 32
^?VEKETT 46,784 Yes Ye s 516 38 58
Fairhaven 10,938 Yes Yes 125 36 36
FALL RIVER 115,428 Yes Yes 50 41 32
Falmouth 6,878 Yes Yes 300 26 88
FIPGHBURG 41,824 Yes No 1000 44 51
Framingham 23,214 Yes Yes 100 32 47

PLANNING
GIPY OR TOWN POPULATION BOARD
Franklin 7 ,303w — Yes
GARDNER 20 ,206 Yes
GLOUGli'STER 24 ,046 Yes
G. Harrington 5 ,824 Yes
Greenfield lb ,672 Yes
Hamilton 2 ,037 Yes
Hampden 1 ,023 Yes
Hanover 2 ,875 Yes
HA\/ERHILL 46 ,752 Yes
Hingham 8 ,003 Yes
HOLYOKE 53 ,750 Yes
Hudson B ,042 Yes
Hull 2 ,167 Yes
LAWRENCE ,323 Yes
Lenox 2 ,884 Yes
LEOMINSTER 22 ,226 Yes
Lexington 1? ,187 Yes
Lincoln 1 ,783 Yes
Loncmeadow 5 ,790 Yes
LOWELL 101, 389 Yes
LYNN 98 ,123 Yes
Lynnfield 2 ,287 Yes
MALDEN 58 ,010 Yes
Manche s ter 2 ,472 Yes
Mansfield 6 ,530 Yes
Marblehead 10 ,856 Yes
Marion 2 ,030 Yes
MARLBOROUGH 15 ,154 None
Mar shf ield 2 ,419 None
Medf ield 4 ,384 Yes
Medford 63 ,083 Yes
MELROSE 25 ,333 Yes
Me thuen 21 ,880 Yes
Middleborough 9 ,032 Yes
Middlef ield 201 Yes
M^ddleton 2 ,348 N one
Milford 15 ,388 Yes
Millis 2 ,278 Yes
Milton 18 ,708 Yes
Nahant 1 ,835 Yes
Katick 13 ,851 Yes
Needham 12 ,445 Yes
New Bedford 110 ,341 Yes
NEWBURYPORT 13 ,916 ^es
NEWTON 69 ,873 Yes
NORTH ADAI»/lS 22 ,213 Yes
worth Andover 7 ,524 Yes
NO . Attlehoro 10 ,359 Yes
NORTHAMPTON 24 ,794 Yes
Nor thbr i^ge 10 ,244 Yes
Norwood 15 ,383 Yes
Oak Bluffs 1 ,584 Yes
Orange 5 ,611 Yes
PLANNING TAXES
ZONING BOARD PER PER
APPpfJP iVi
X tJ o 97 oU
IN O oO O f OO
X e s QA t\yDO 5o
X e s OUU oO /I y144
TJr* 44
WrkIM O None <dO c ob <c
iNO "^7 o 1
No None 41 51
Yes 320 42 44
xe a c^OOd
AP
X e s "KT e\ ir\IN one O X •^7o t
X e s «5 X OHQ
INO None A T4
1
X e o DvJU '5^7O / A OO <c
Mr*IN O AO
i e s oy
Yes 50 25 54
Yes None 26 63
Yn oX e s None A74 /
1 e s OO 4
X e s IDU O"?<oO DU
Ya axe 3 lOU oy A74 r
INO <cO xUc5
IN O ou OO OO
xe s lUU OQ DU
JNO OO DO
Yes None 39 38
Yes None 29 107
Yd, oX e s oO OA
X e s xuu oy OVJ
Yd QX t:; o 7 ^ O^t «JO
INU «JVJ O «J
no xu OO O X
le s None
xes None O^ oO
i\0 None AA A*^
No 30 40
Yes 545 27 60
xes o ( 1 on
I e s OO AA44
Yes axes OO/CO OO
xes XUvJ AA^tO rtO
Yr% axes AA 'SC7O /
xes OQdc> DO
Ya, axes OU OO IP.Oo
In O oy oy
No 30 28
xes None 1 11 lOO iC
Yes None 38 24
Yes 500 33 48
Yes 50 31 89
No None 40 35

PLANNING PLANNING TAXES
CITY OR TOm POPULATION BOARD ZONING BOARD PER PER
APPROPRIATION M CAPITA
palmer 9,149 Yes No none 36 27
Paxton 791 Yes Yes — 39 52
PEABODY §L,711 Yes Yes 15 46 44
Petersham 923 Yes Yes None 20 42
^'ITTSFIELD 49,684 Yes Yes j.aou At. 43
P lymouth 13,100 Yes No 250 31 50
(c^,UiNCY 75,810 Yes No 200 33 52
RANdolph 7,634 Yes Yes - 35 35
Reading 10,866 Yes Yes 400 33 51
-Reho both 2,736 Yes No 100 30 27
REVERE 34,405 Yes Yes 100 47 55
Rockland 8,087 Yes No None 39 39
Russell 1,242 Yes No - 16 29
SALEM 41,213 Yes Yes 200 34 43
^augus 14,825 Yes Yes ij\J\J to 50
^cituate 4,130 Yes Yes 200 32 107
Seekonk 4,912 Yes No 300 27 28
Sharon 3,737 Yes Yes 100 33 54
Shelburne 1,636 Yes No 50 23 38
Sherborn 1,022 Yes Yes 900 26 54
Shrewsbury 7,586 Yes No 50 33 39
Somerset 5,873 Yes Ho - 23 51
SOI^jERVILLE 102,177 Yes Yes 250 44 50
South Hadley 6,856 Yes No 32 37
Southborough 2,231 Mes No •^nou oO 50
Southbridge 16,825 Yes No 500 35 27
Southwick
'\
1,579 Yes Yes 100 36 45
)
SPRINGFIELD 149,554 Yes Yes 6513 35 64
Sterling 1,713 Yes No 1200 36 44
Stockbr idge 1,815 Yes Yes 100 34 62
Stoneham 10,765 Yes Yes 100 37 49
Stoughton 8,632 Yes No None 30 29
Sturbridge 2,227 Yes No None 40 29
Sudbury 1,754 Yes Yes 35 31 48
Swampscott 10,761 Yes Yes J.OU 56
Swansea 4,684 Yes No 125 27 28
TAQNTON 37 ,395 Yes Yes 200 46 39
Tisbury 1,966 Yes No 50 22 64
JWakef ield 16,223 Yes Yes 100 37 47
Walpole 7,443 Yes Yes 140 28 45
WALTHAM 40,020 Yes Y'es 1780 37 47
Vi/atertown 35,427 Yes Yes 100 34 49
Wayland 3,505 Yes Yes 400 33 54
Webster 13,186 Yes No 33
)fVellesley 15,127 Yes Yes 3202 23 75
V» .Springfield 17,135 Yes Yes 100 35 45
Vi/e s thorough 6,463 Yes No None 32 25
WESTFIELD 18,793 Yes Yes 50 40 43
yVe ston 3,590 Yes Yes 250 23 64
VvVe sport 4,134 None Yes 33 43
We stwood 3,376 Yes Yes 600 25 56
Weymouth 23 , 868 Yes Yes 300 26 55

CITY OH TOWN
PLANNING PLANNING
POPULATION BOAhD ZONING BOARD
APPKOPRI?
TAXES
PER PER
M CAPITA
Whitman 7,759 Yes No - 39 39
Wllbraham 3,041 Yes Yes None 26 27
Wiliiamatcwn 4,294 Yes No - 28 43
Wilmirifrton 4,645 ies Yes 50 44 42
Winche 3ter 15,081 Yes Yes 100 27 66
Vi/inthrop 16,768 Yes Yes 200 28 40
WOBURN 19,751 Yes Ye s 40 41
WORCESTER 193,694 Yes Yes 475 39 55
YARmouth 2,286 Yes No 10 32 84
Population taken from 1940 Census
Appropriation of 1941
Taxes rates of 1938

ANALYSIS OP MUNICIPALITIES HAVING POST-itWAR GOMIvlITTEES
WITH ACTUAL PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS
Taxes
POPULATION Per Ivi
.
Per Capita
il X J. U I u.
Clinton 12,373 fit'. ji •»$41 |35
Haverhill 46,752 42 44
iiKJ ± J UK.6 DO ,7bU 32 42
L©nox 2, c<84 37 62
J. p a vv X CJ X
1
C 7 ^ QD , o4b 45 49
XitJAXllfiOVJIl xo , io 34 69
T.i ttl ptnn 1 , DO 1 20 38
JLjjriiiiJ. Xcsxvj. o our' 23 50
Marshfield 2,419 29 107
Middleboroi' 9,032 39 31
kil ford xo , ooo 44 43
If) PAPXW , -etc 38 24
V X mi O , D X X 40 35
\/-(VX W X Li A A P*^ 46 31
Q P*:^
r' CO <;0 42
jn L; w X y X , OOO 34 32
Spencer 6,487 40 28
Stow 1,190 31 33
Stoughton 8,632 30 29
Sturbridge 2,227 40 29
Tewksbury 6,261 32 23
Tisbury 19,661 22 64
Water town 35,527 34 A r\49
West Bridgewater 3,247 31 29
W.Springf ie Id 17,135 35 A r*45
We stminster 2,126
Weston 3,590 O'Z<CO
We stwood 3,376 25 56
Williams town 4,294 28 43
Winchester 15,081 27 66
Yarmouth 2,286 32 84
)

[Chap. 5]
An Act relative to the establishment by counties,
cities, towns and districts of post-war rehabilita-
tion funds, to the validation of certain action
taken by cities, towns and districts in purchasing
bonds therefor, to the expenditure of certain
grants or allocations to districts for civilian
defense purposes and to the making of contracts
by counties and districts with the united states
for the temporary use and occupation of county
or district property.
Whereas, The deferred operation of this act would tend to
defeat its purpose, which in part is to empower the counties,
cities, towns and districts of the commonwealth to take
without delay in the existing emergency of war the action
provided for therein, therefore it is hereby declared to be
an emergency law, necessary for the immediate preservation
of the public safety and convenience.
Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
Section 1. During the continuance of the existing state
of war between the United States and any foreign country,
any city, town or district may appropriate money for the
purchase of defense bonds, war bonds or other bonds issued
by the federal government, or other bonds which are lega7
investments for savings banks; provided, that the aggregate
amount of such bonds held at any time under authority of
this act shall not exceed five per cent of the assessed valua-
tion of real estate and tangible personal property therein in
the year nineteen hundred and forty-two. The aggregate
amount purchased and invested under authority of this act
and all interest earned thereon shall be set up as a separate
fund in the custody of the treasurer of such city, town or
district, who is hereby authorized, in case any bond held in
the fund matures or is called, to reinvest, with the ap-
proval of the mayor, selectmen, prudential committee or
commissioners, as the case may be, in other bonds authorized
by this act to be purchased. No bonds held under this act
may be sold prior to the termination of the existing state of
war.
The proceeds from the sale of any such bonds shall be
us_ed only for purposes for which the city, town or district
ma}^ borrow money for a period of not less than ten years in
accordance with sections seven and eight of chapter forty-
four of the General Laws; provided, that such proceeds
may, in each instance with the approval of the board estab-
lished under section one of chapter forty-nine of the acts
of nineteen hundred and thirty-three, be appropriated and
used in whole or in part for other purposes.
Said board in giving its approval shall give especial con-
sideration to necessities then existing in such city, town or
district involving rehabilitation following the war or due to
unemployment conditions or otherwise.
The members of the board aforesaid, when acting under
this section, shall receive from the commonwealth compensa-
tion to the same extent as provided for services under chapter
three hundred and sixty-six of the acts of nineteen hundred
and thirty-three, as amended.
Section 2. During the continuance of the existing state
of war between the United States and any foreign country,
any county may purchase bonds referred to in section one
to the extent that money may be provided therefor by appro-
priation by the general court. The aggregate amount so
invested and all interest earned thereon shall be set up as a
separate fund in the custody of the treasurer of such county,
who is hereby authorized, in case any bond held in the fund
matures or is called, to reinvest, with the approval of the
county commissioners, the proceeds so received in other
bonds authorized by this act to be purchased. No bonds
held under this act may be sold prior to the termination of
the existing state of war.
The proceeds from the sale of any such bonds shall be
used only for purposes authorized by the general court.
Section 3. During the continuance of the existing
state of war between the United States and any foreign
country, all funds granted or allocated by the federal govern-
ment or by the commonwealth to a city, town or district for
civilian defense purposes may be expended without appro-
priation in accordance with the terms of said grants or
allocations.
Section 4. Counties, cities, towns and districts are
hereby authorized, during the continuance of the existing
state of war between the United States and any foreign
country, to enter into contracts for the use and occupation
by the United States of any properties, real or personal,
owned or held by them.
Section 5. Any action taken by a city, town or district
in nineteen hundred and forty-two, or in nineteen hundred
and forty-three prior to the effective date of this act, in
voting an emergency appropriation for purchasing bonds re-
ferred to in section one of this act shall have the same effect
and validity as if this act had been in effect at the time of
said vote.
Section 6. Chapter four of the acts of nineteen hun-
dred and forty-two, except sections three and six, is hereby
repealed, and bonds purchased under section one of said
chapter four shall, for the purposes of this act, be deemed
to have been purchased hereunder and shall be held subject
to the provisions hereof. Approved February 2, 1943.
Chap. 5, page 2.
MUNICIPALITIES IN MASS. BUYING BONDS
Springfield - Carrying over balances Needham - 20,000
Winchester - $100,000 Wareham 5,000
Greenfield - #180,000
Leominster - i#50,000
Andover 50,000
An act making this laying aside of reserves v/as passed in
February, 1945. Most states are ahead in the setting aside
reserves. Massachusetts' communities has to wait for this
legislation
.

The Governor has authorized the Emergency Public Works
Commission to prepare a program of post-war public works to
be undertaken, with plans and specifications already.
The Commission sent out Form EPW-PC-1 on August 11, 1943,
This was sent to each municipality as a preliminary report on
Post-VVar Public Works Program. It encourgged communities tp
set up a Committee to take charge of this program. The names
of the committee members were to be entered on this form.
After a committee was appointed by the community, a second
form, EPV(/-PG-2 was sent to the municipalities. This is a
Progress Report. It wants specific information in regards to
projects that the community tie planning.
When the Emergency Public Works Commission gets this
information they enter it on form EPW-P3 . This lists the
projects in accodance to their priority rating. This is the
method which the State is using to guide the state in post-
war periods

-—
also. Authorized bii Chapter 278 of the Acta of 1!'36 to art joivtlii n ith ronimi-ixion^
or individuals designated by other New England States and New York in
forniujating compacts for the development and improvement of natural
waterways common to any two or more of said states.
August 16, 19^3
Dear Mr.
I am enclosing herev7ith copy of e letter sent "within
the last few days by the Emer^oncy Public Worku CoiTinisaion
(of which I am n, member) to the lariyors and to the chairracn
of the boards of aolectracn throughout the CorainonT^calth.
I also enclose a copy of the ch;jrt which accompani.-^a
the letter which I am sure will be self -explanrtory.
Any poat-wnr prof^ram of public works should be in
accordance with studies ;-^ou h^re undoubtedly r.-lready made
looking toward the ultira/.tc development of a Piaster plan
for your community. For that reason I hope that your
local Post-War Committee when uppointed will Include a
representative of the Planning Board. In any event
I
ur^^e that you ijct in teucL with the proncr authorities
jjnmedietoly end assure them of your active interoGt in
the work and of your desire to co-operate fully with, their
efforts.
Sincerely yours
^
(Miss) Elisabeth M. Herlihy
Cha irraan

Immediately after the war employment must be provided for the
men and women released from the armed forces and from war industries.
Private enterprise in Massachusetts is making extensive prepa-
rations to meet this problem, and these plans have been greatly stimulated
for more than a year by the Committee on Post-war Readjustment appointed
by Qovemor Saltonstall.
It is generally agreed, however, that for a period immediately
after the war, private industry, then in the process of re-tooling for peace-
time production, cannot provide jobs for these workers. To bridge this gap,
employment must be provided by a well planned program of public works.
In his inaugural message to the Legislature last January, the
Governor recommended that the Emergency Public Works Commission be author-
ized to prepare a program of post-war public works to be undertaJcen by the
Commonwealth, with plans and specifications ready to advertise for bids as
soon as the need arises. Chapter 517 of the Acts of 1943 authorizes this
work and also provides that this Commission, with the chairman of the State
Planning Board added to its membership, shall "prepare and maintain current
progress information on the design of post-war projects by municipalities
of the Commonwealth". The Governor has personally requested the Commission
to urgG municipalities to have post-war public works ready for immediate
construction after the war.
As its first contact with your community, the Commission would
like to know if you have organized a post-war public works committee, and
would greatly appreciate an early return on the enclosed brief question-
naire. If such a group has not been formed, the Commission urges that
you take immediate steps to organize a conmittee for this work.
Very truly yours,
HENRY LEFAVOUR, Chairman
PAUL W. FOSTER
ELISABETH M. HERLIHY
CHARLES P. HOWARD
EDWARD B. RICHARDSON
ROBERT L. WHIPPLE
HALL NICHOLS, Executive Secretary



Pom EPW-PC-l
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
EMERGENCY PUBLIC WORKS COMMISSION /
^
PRELIMINARY MUNICIPAL REPORT
ON
POST-WAR PUBLIC WORKS PROGRAM
City, Town or County of
1, The following named agency has been authorized to proceed with the
preparation of a post-war public works program:
2. The members of this agency are:
Name Official Address
Position
3. Further communications to this municipality on post-war public works
should be addressed as follows:
Signed
Mayor
or
Chairman, Board of Selectmen or
County Commission
Note: Please address replies to
Hall Nichols, Executive Secretary
Emergency Public Works Commission
Room 402, 20 Somerset Street
Boston, Massachusetts Date

SUBJECT: Suggested Procedure for Post-War Public Works Committees.
Time is getting short. In order to preserve democracy on the home front, we
must be ready when the war ends to provide jobs, real jobs, for our men and
women released from the armed forces and from v/ar industry. Worthwhile post-
war public works will be an important factor for providing jobs in the period
immediately after the v/ar, during which private industry is reorganizing and
retooling for full peacetime production. But public works will not provide
the jobs unless construction can be started as soon as unemployment begins to
develop. It is up to each community to do its part and to speed up the prepa-
ration of plans and specifications for worthwhile projects. Here are some
suggestions which should help your committee to expedite its program.
1. Confer immediately with mayors and selectmen (if such officials
are on the committee, so much the better) and with the heads of
all municipal departments, such as schools, libraries, roads, water,
sewerage, police, fire, park and recreational facilities. Secure
recommendations from them for urgently needed post-war construction
projects to be carried out directly upon the ending of the v/ar.
2. Arrange those recommendations in the order of their urgency. Select
those for which plans and specifications should be immediately pre-
pared and take the necessary steps to get the design work under way.
(a) Many Municipal departments such as highway, water and sewerage
have available personnel who can be directed to proceed with
the preparation of plans and specifications.
(b) If an architect or engineer is to be employed, select one who
is qualified to perform the required services. Determine the
cost of preparing plans and specifications on the basis that
these shall become the property of the municipality, with a
clear understanding that there is no further obligation to the
architect or engineer. The Emergency Public Works Commission
has adopted the policy on State projects of compensation for
complete bid plans and specifications on the basis of a fee of
two thirds of that which would bo equitable for complete archi-
tectural or engineering services, including supervision of con-
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struction. In the case of municipalities, it is suggested
that if, in the judgment of the authorities, plans and spec-
ifications should not be advanced to this stage, the fee
be proportionately less. (A copy of the form of contract
adopted by the Commission for state -owned work will be
furnished on request.)
(c) If there is no appropriation immediately available, undertake
to obtain the necessary amount by a transfer from the reserve
fund to the appropriate department. This is provided for
under Chapter 40 of the General Laws, Section 5A in the case
of cities and Section 6 in the case of towns.
(d) Mr. Theodore N. Waddell, Director, Division of Accounts,
has advised this Commission in writing that transfers from
the reserve fund for financing the preparation of plans and
specifications for post-war projects are entirely proper
and legal, and are desirable when funds are not immediately
available
.
(e) If there is no reserve fund, or if the reserve fund is
insufficient for the above purpose, urge the mayor or select-
men to take the necessary steps required to secure without
delay the needed appropriation.
THE TIME FOR POST-WAR PLANNING IS PAST. THE TIME FOR PREPARING
PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS IS NOW.
Please keep the Emergency Public Works Commission informed of your progress.
The Commission is ready to give you any desired advice and, if requested, to
arrange for a conference call by its agent.
Sincerely yours.
Emergency Public Works Commission
HENRY LEFAVOQR, Chairman
PAUL W. FOSTER
ELISABETH M. HERLIHY
HUGH NAWN
EDWARD B. RICHARDSON
ROBERT L..WHIPPLE/
HALL NICHOLS, Executive Secretary
4
IOctober 7, 1943
Mr. Philip P. Leach, Chairman
Afctleboro Post-War Coirjnlttee
14 Bayherry Hill Roac
Attleboro, I/iasaachusotts
Dear Sir:
We have received a reoly to our attached letter of
August 11, 1943 addressed to John W« Mclntyre, I'ayor, City
of Attleboro- advising us t at future correspondence relative to
post-war public works be addressed to you, V.e are ^lad to learn
t^iat your conminity, alonn; with tnany others, is ~ivin.^ active
consideration to the providing of omnloyment for men and vtomon
who will be released from the armed forces and. from war industry
immediately after the war.
iite want to ernpaaslzo a'^ain tae imoortance of iiaving
complete plans and s;jeclf icutions, ready to aivertise for bids,
for a substantial program of worthwhile public works in your
community. Unless pro ''ra>r!s tnrourhout the State are in this
advanced Etan;e, serious ,unemnloym6nt will occur, causing a sharp
rise in wel'^are costs and nervously affectinfr the morale of all
the people.
The Commonwealth has already orovlded substantial
funds for the preparation of co!nnle*:e olons and specifications,
but only for state-owned projects, -.e are informed that most
communitios have funds which can be Immediately released and used
for this purDOSo, but if such funds have not alr-eady beon provided
in the community, we stronfTly urge that it be done as soon as
possible.
The Commission stands ready to cooperate with you In
every way possible.
Will you be good enough, at your earliest convenience,
to return to this office the enclosed ouestionnalre, so tTiat we
may complete a survey o"* the status of post-war public works
planning in Massachusetts.
Very truly yours.
HKTTRY Lc'.PAVOUK
Chalr:nan

PoriT! EPvV-PC-2
THE COMkOKwI^ALTH OP MASSAC HUSE'i'TS
Si:ERaS]\GY PUBLIC VyOKKS COHklSSION
unicipality
Municipal Progress iteport
on
Fcst-war Public \^vorks Pro./r-am
Date
Number
of
Pro iects
Projects for which working
plans and specifications
are complete.
Projects for which working
plans and specifications
are partially complete.
Projects under consideration
for which no working plans
or specifications have been
made
,
TOTALS
Funds
Aporcpr iated
to Complete
Plans and
Soec ;i 1 ications
194
Estimated
Cost of
Projects
Com.m.ents :
Signed
Title
Please return to
Lall N3.chols, "Lxeoutive Secretary
iriergenc^r Public .<orks Comj.iission
Hoon 402, 20 Som.erset Street
s t on , I;!a s s a c hu s e t, i ; s

Form EPW-P2
4M-9.43-12701
See Reverse
for
Instructions
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
EMERGENCY PUBLIC WORKS COMMISSION
POST-WAR PUBLIC WORKS PROGRAM
INDIVIDUAL PROJECT REPORT
Project No.
Leave blank
194.
See instructions
Institution, City or Town County
1. Project submitted by Date.
Department
2. Project Title
3. Location
4. Total Estimated Cost (for details see Item 11)
5. Present Status of Planning:
(a) Preliminary plans drawn
Yes or no
(b) Survey % completed.
(c) Borings % completed.
(d) Detail plans % completed.
(e) Specifications % completed,
7. Funds available for planning:
(a) Source f;!;:j;;.f=..i:?.!^;ff 'At?;!
(b) Amount $
(Check in appropriate box). Leave blaolc
(A) Most urgently needed .
(B) Urgently needed .
(C) Needed . . .
(D) Highly desirable .. ofa-r. V •
(E) Desirable . . . .
8. Additional funds needed to have entire project ready to advertise for construction bids
9. Description of Project:
(a) Capacity...
No. of units Unit
(b) Approximate Dimensions: Length.....! Width No. stories.
(c) General Description:
(d) Is it practical to adopt standard plan to this project? ^ f^fA
oilduT Yes or No
(e) Are existing services (heat, power, electricity, water, sewer, gas) adequate?
Yes or No
If not, what is proposed?
10. Reason for Project: (as of July 1, 1944)
PLEASE READ INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE SIDE CAREFULLY BEFORE FILLING IN.
11. Cost Estimate: (as of June 30, 1941)
(a) Construction . . . . . . . • $
(b) Furnishings and movable equipment
(c) Incidental ........
-jj^
Sub-total $
(d) Land acquisition ........ "-y^-frfrr::
(e) Engineering
:
(1) Design fee at % $
(2) Borings and special tests . . . . . .
Sub-total . . . . . . . . $
(3) Inspection and supervision .....
(4) Material testing .v.'...;...".
Total Engineering .......... $
(f) Total Estimated Cost
12. Estimated months to complete plans and specifications .....
Months
13. Estimated months for construction .........
Montha
14. Estimated man-hours of employment at site . . ' "^-! . . ....-^Mhi.Uu.-j: ...
Man-hours
15. Estimated annual increase in operating cost ........ $
16. Estimated annual income ........... $
17. Is it proposed to have planning done by department forces? . . .
Yes or No
18. The Architect or Engineer who has prepared plans now available is
Name Address
Has the department any agreement with this firm for continuing its service on this project?
•'
'
. Yes or No
Submit a copy of all correspondence and agreements relating to the employment of this firm.
This Project This Project
Recommended by Approved by
Signature of Superintendent or Division Head Signature of Department Head
INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING IN FORM EPW-P2
Also see Form EPW-P3
Submit seven (7) copies to Emergency Public Works Commission.
Project No Leave blank. Number to be assigned by E.P.W.C.
2. Project Title Should be carefully stated so as to be a brief description of type and character of project. If extension,
replacement or alteration, specify in title. For example, if project is a replacement of boilers, title should be "Replacement of
Boilers," and not "Additional Boilers."
5. Present Status of Planning, (b) Survey. This item applies particularly to projects such as sewers, aqueducts and highways.
6. Priority Rating. Under E.P.W.C, leave the boxes blank. IN ESTABLISHING THE PRIORITY RATING OF A PROJECT,
USE AS A BASIS THE URGENCY OF PROJECT AS OF JULY 1, 1944.
9. Description of Project:
(a) Capacity. For hospital, ward building or similar structure "unit" means beds; for other projects such as a boiler plant, unit
means boiler horse-power, for a laundry, number of pounds per day, or other suitable measure of capacity, but not volume.
(c) General Description. State proposed class of construction and type of foundations, floors, walls, roof and other principal items.
For projects other than buildings or where headings (a) or (b) are not applicable, furnish under this item a clear, concise description^
of the project.
10. Reason for Project: The need for project as of July 1, 1944 must be clearly established. This is not a mere listing of projects, but
is to be a program of really needed, worthwhile projects carefully selected.
11. Cost Estimate: Estimate should be based on construction costs as of June 30, 1941.
(a) Construction. Attach detailed breakdown if possible.
(c) Incidental. Includes advertising, administrative and costs which cannot be properly allocated to other headings,
(e) (1) Design fees. Where design is to be prepared by department, enter costs under this item.
V.P3 INSTRUCTIONS
SUBMIT SEVEN (7) COPIES TO EPV/C. LIST "A" PRIORITY PROJECTS FIRST, "B" SECOND, ETC.
COL. 3. SEE FORM EPW-P2, INSTRUCTIONS FOR ITEM 2.
COLS 4-8. DO NOT INCLUDE FIRST PRIORITY PROJECTS REPORTED ON FORM EPW-PI.
Cost excepi lond $275,000
IF LAND TAKING REQUIRED, BREAK DOWN COST THUS: Lund 2^.00°
Total $300,000
COLS. 9 AND 10. SEE FORM EPW-P2, INSTRUCTIONS FOR ITEM 9a.
COLS. 13 AND 14. ANSWER YES OR NO.
300-10-^3-1293^
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSEHS.
EMERGENCY PUBLJC WORKS COMMISSION
POST-WAR PUBLIC WORKS PROGRAM
Shee» of..
Submitted by
Department
Signed Date..
Department Head
.., 194..
Project
No.
(Leave
Blank)
PROJECT TITLE
PRIORITY RATING JULY 1, 1944 AND TOTAL ESTIMATED COST JUNE 30, 1941
B
Most Urgently
Needed Urgently Needed
Highly
Desirable
No. of Units
10
Estimoted
Monttis
for
Con-
struction
Estimated
Net Annual
Additional
Operoting
Cost
STATUS OF PLANNING
12
Prelim.
Plons
Drawn
13
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[Chap. 517]
An Act authorizing the emergency public works
commission to prepare a post-war program of pub-
lic works, making the chairman of the state plan-
ning board a member thereof, and extending the
life of said commission.
Whereas, The deferred operation of this act would, in part,
defeat its purpose, which is to prepare with the utmost ex-
pedition a program of post-war pubhc works which may be
undertaken by the commonwealth, therefore it is hereby
declared to be an emergency law, necessary for the imme-
diate preservation of the public convenience.
Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
Section 1. The emergency public works commission, es-
tablished by section one of chapter three hundred and sixty-
five of the acts of nineteen hundred and thirty-three, is
hereby authorized and directed to prepare a program of post-
war public works which may be undertaken by the common-
wealth, and to submit such program to the governor. In the
preparation of the program said commission shall give due
consideration to war and post-war conditions, and the pro-
gram shall include provisions deemed desirable for the prepa-
ration, during the continuance of the war, of plans, surveys
and other information needed to permit prompt, effective
and economical action in the period immediately following
the termination of the existing states of war between the
United States and certain foreign countries. Said commis-
sion shall prepare and maintain current progress information
on the design of post-war projects by municipalities of the
commonwealth, and maintain liaison with federal officials and
agencies concerned with post-war planning.
Section 2. Said commission, with the approval of the
governor, may accept on behalf of the commonwealth any
federal funds or federal assistance, or both, for financing the
cost of such plans and specifications as the commission may
deem necessary in order to prepare a program of post-war
projects which may readily be undertaken when funds are
made available for the construction thereof, and for such
plans and specifications may expend, under the provisions of
said chapter three hundred and sixty-five, and acts in amend-
ment thereof and in addition thereto, any unexpended bal-
ance of state or federal funds made available by or under the
provisions of said act and amendments thereof or additions
thereto. In carrying out the provisions of this act, said com-
mission shall have all the powers and duties hitherto conferred
and imposed upon it by said chapter three hundred and sixty-
five, and acts in amendment thereof and in addition thereto.
Said commission may request and shall receive from the sev-
eral officers, departments, boards and commissions of the
commonwealth such assistance as it may require for the ade-
quate preparation of the aforesaid post-war program of pub-
lic works. For the purposes of this act only, the commission
shall also include in its membership the chairman of the state
planning board, ex officio.
Section 3. The existence of said emergency public works
commission, as heretofore extended, is hereby further ex-
tended to December thirty-first, nineteen hundred and forty-
seven.
Section 4. If the chairman of the commission on adminis-
tration and finance is unable by reason of absence or dis-
ability to perform his duties as a member, ex officio, of .said
emergency public works commission in carrying out the pro-
visions of this act, the governor may designate a person who
shall perform such duties in case of and during such ab.sence
or disability. Approved June 11, 1943.
Chap. 517, page 2.


ORIGINAL PLAKIING ENABLING ACT
Chapter 41, General Laws
Sections 70-72 Inclusive
(Chapters 494-1913; 283-1914;
165-1915;" "350-1919;
211-1936)
PLi'U'JNIKG BOABD
Not operative
after Decem-
ber 31, 1936
Annual reports
Section 70. Every city and every tovm liaving a popula-
tion of r.iore than ten thousand at the last preceding national
or state census shall, and tovms ho.ving a population of less
than ten thousand nay, create a planning board, v/hich shall
make careful studies of the resources, possibilities and
needs of the town, particularly v:ith respect to coiiditions
injurious to tlie public health or otherwise in and about
rented dwellings, and make plans for tlie development of the
municipality, with special reference to proper housing of its
inhabitants. In cities the. said board shall be appointed by
the mayor, subject to confirmation by the council, and in
tov/ns shall be elected at the annual town meeting.
No planning board shall be established under this sec-
tion after December thirty-first, nineteen hundred and thirty
six, but any such board established under this section or
corresponding provisions of earlier laws and existing on said
date shall contimie until its existence is terminated under
section eighty-one A.
.
Section 71. .Every planning board shall make a report
annually to the. city council or to the annual town meeting,
giving information regarding the condition of the town and
any plans or proposals for its development and estimates of
the cost thereof, E^-erj' such planning board shall file with
the department of public welfare a copy of each report mc;de
by it.
Section 72. Cities and tovms may make ordinahces and
bylaws for carrying out the purposes of section seventy and
of sections eighty-one A to eighty one J, inclusive, cjid
they may appropriate money therefor.- The planning board of
a town established under section seventy or corresponding
provisions of earlier laws, may be authorized by vote of the
Park commissioners town to act as park commissioners therein, and may be vested
with all the povrers 8.nd duties of park commissioners in tovms
Actions and
appropriations
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I The original plaiming: enabling act having been in existexice
*
>:• for raoro than t^venty years, it vms felt that a coinprehens ive *
* revision should be undertal^en in keeping v;ith more modern *
* practices in the planning field. Accordingly, a ^special Legis- *
* lative Comniission was established in 1931 "to study and revise *
I the laws relating to zoning, toira planning and the regulation *
of billboards and other advertising devices.-" Through the |
courtesy of the IJarvard School of City Plaiuaing there v/erc *
* placed at the disposal of the Goimnis::; ion the results of exton- *
* sive original resoarohec into existing legislation on city plan-*
* ning and zoning, togeti;ier with drafts of ;.'iodol enabling acts
* eiabodying suggections for reasonable future, advances. *
X- ' *
X- ^-
•;<- Primarilv as a result of the v/ork of this • Comi'iiss ion, and *
4 of the proposed drafts of legislation submitted by it, there *
4 v/as adopted in the form of Chapter 211 of the Acts of the Year *
X- 1936 the statute entitled "An Improved Method of I-'unicipal ^:
* planning," In brief, the acceptance of this act by a community *
requires a iT.anning Uoard established thereunder, among other *
I
tilings, to prepare a master or stv.dy plan for the area and at *
* the same tim.e gives to it authority over subdivision jilats;^ or, ^
* if accepted in part, it may be invo]:ed to j;trengthon tiie arm of *
* the existing Board of 'Survey. f
* ^-
*
. Up to the present time, G6 coriimunit ies have accepted the pro—
visions of this act in their entiretv and are functioning ac- *
* cordingly. Of this number, 41 boards, originally set up- under *
4 the earlier statute, were re-established, while in 25 coraiau- *•
nities entirely nev; bo.ards have been created' since January 1,
* 19o7« Jn h other instaxices, Sections F-J only were adopted, ^
thus giving additional povirer to the Board of Survey but v;-ithout
affecting the status of the existing local planning board.
^ f
* The act also proviuod that no Board of Survey should be *
* established under the provisions of earlier laws after Decern-
-.<- ^
* ber 31, 1936, but that any such board existing on that date
t should continue until its existeiice v;as terminated in accord- --^
ance Tvith procedure as indicated. *
>f-
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AN IUffROVED METHOD OF MICIPAL PMIIETG
Chapter 41, General Lav's
Sections 81A-81J Inclusive
(Chapters 211-193r)j 113-1938)
Estaijlishment
of planning board
5 to 9 laembers
Cities - appoint
Towns - elect
Overlapping torms
Removal
Vacanc ies
Procedure
Boston excluded
Section 8lAo Any city and, except as hereinafter pro-
vided, any tovm nay at any tirae establish a planning board
hereunder. Every tovm not having any plaruiing board shall,
upon attaining a population of ten thouscjid, so estaolish a
planning board. The foregoing provisions hereof shall, au-
thorize the establisbaent of a planning board hereunder hj
any city or town wherein a board of survey is established
by special law or wherein the powers and duties of boards of
survey/ are conferred or imposed by special law upon any other
board, A board established hereunaer shall coxisist of not
less than five nor more than nine members, ^Tho in cities
shall be appointed by the mayor, subject to confirmation by
the city council, and in tovms shall be elected at the annual
tovm meeting. '\?Aen such a board is first eritablished, its
members shall be elected or appointed for terms of such
length and t^o arranged that the term of at least one, member
will expire each year; and their successors shall be elected
or appointed, as in the case of their respective predecessors,
for terms of five years each. Any member of a board so
established in a city may be removed for cause, after a
public hearing, by the mayor, -vvith the approval of the city
council. A vacancy occurring othei^'/ise than by e^cpiration of
term shall be filled for the unexpired term, if a.u appointed
board, in the s!.jne manner as in the case of an orig inr 1 ap-
pointment, or, if an elected board, as provided in section
eleven of chapter forty-one. Such a board shall elect
annually a chairman and a clerk from its own number and may
employ experts and clericr.l t.nd other assistants. It ir.uy
appoint a custodian of its plans and records, Mh.o may be the
city engineer or town clerk. This section and the nine fol-
lowing sections shall not apply to the city of Boston.
Selectmen as
planning board
Towns of less than ten thousand inhabitants, haying no
planning beard established undei* thiis section, may, by vote
of the tovm meeting, authorize the board of selectmen to act
as a planning board under this section until a planning board
is established; provided, that any such town, upon attaining
a population Of ten thousand, shal]^ establish a planning
board hereunder.
^^rC.dies
The planning board shall from tirae to time make careful
studies and v/hen necessary prepare plans of the resources, pos-
12
Plans ibilibi-as and needs of tYiC city or tavrn, and, upon the
completion of any snch stucv, she 11 submit to the city
council or selectmen a report thoroon, with its recoTiiLienCr
-
Reports tions. It shrll report annurxlly to the city council cr 'cc
the annual to\.n ncstinj^, giving inf oriastion re^ariin^ the~_^
condition of the ciLy ir 'Ic-.vii and any plans or proposfls
for its dovelop-.ifjnt ena 3'r- -rbaetes of the cos"'' thereof, aric
shall at the ea.ao fc.ii.j la.-i.ich a copy of its report "be such
state agency as is cha.r^^a'' vrita advisory dutie" as to r^^^ic-
ipal planning. T?ie plcxn^irng board of a town, establisheu
hereunder, may be authorized by vote of a tovm meeting to
Park Coramiss ioners act as park commissioners therein, snd may be vested v;ith
all the powers o.nd duties of park comniss ioners in tov.TiS,
Aut omat ic
d i s c ont inuanc e
of old boards
All powers and
duties of old
boards trans-
ferred to new
board
Transfer
of records
In any city or town wherein any of the pov/ers and
duties of planning boards or boards of survey are being
exercised and performed by a planning board establislied
under section seventy or corresponding provisions of earlier
laws, or by a board of survey established under section
seventy-three or corresponding provisions of earlier laws
or by a special act, or by the board of seloctmen actir-^ vs
a planning board, or by any other board, all such por^Ters and
duties shall cease to bo so exercised and performed, and any
such planning board or board of survey shall cease to exist,
when the member:; of the planning board established in such
city or tewn under this section take office; and thereupon
the planning board established t!tcrein under this section
shall have and e:cercise all the powers and duties thereto-
fore conferred and imposed by general, law upon planning boards
and boards of survey in cities or tornis, as the case may be,
and all the powers and duties of aixy such board theretofore
conferred and imposed by special lav; upon a:iy boi.rc of th.e
city or toivn, as well as the powers and duties conferred and
imposed by this and the nine follov-.-inr sections. The officer
or person having custody of the records or plans, or both,
of the former board shall turn them' over to the officer or
person entitled to custody of the records and plans of the
board established under this section.
Section 81B. A planning board established under section
eighty-one A shall make a master or study plan of such city
Master plan or town or such part or parts thereof as said board nay deem
advisable and from time to time may extend or perfect such
plan. Such plan shall show, among other things, existing and
desirable proposed public \Yays, street grades, public places,
bridges and tunnels, approaches to bridges and tunnels, via-
Contents ducts, parks, parkv/ays
,
playgrounds, sites for public biild-
ings and structures, building and zoning districts, pierhead
and bulkhead lines, v/atenvays , routes cf railroads, buses and
ferries, and locations of sev/ers, v/ater conduits and other
public utilities, and other pertinent features of such a plan,
including existing private ways. Such plan shall be made, and
Changes may be added to and changed from tim.e to tine, by a majority
vote of the planning board, and shall be a public record.
Section 81C . Each cit^r or to^vn having a planning boai^^^^
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Ol'ficial nap
Coiruents
Filing
established under section eighty-one A may, by action of its
city council or town rnectin;?;, adopt an ofi'icial mp, prepared
under the direction of the plannir.'^ board, shov/irg the public
ways and parks therein as theretofore laid out and established
by law and the private ways then exicting and used in cO(ni;^on
by more thar tv,"o owners. Puc^i o.-'^iicial ;.iap is hereby declared
to be established to corserve an'' promote the -public health,
safety and gorcral welfare. bp or the ademption of such a
map. and unon an^'- chan":e therein or rdantlon th^roco in.rdv as
hereinafter provided, the city of town clerk shall forthwrth
file vfith the appropriate re,^;istry of tlcods a ceitificate of
such action and a copy of such ;ri,ap as adopted or as chan;t;ed
or added to.
Chanp;es
Suspens ive
vote
A city or tovm so adopting an official iiiap may, by '
action of its city council or tovm meeting, v/henever and as
often as it m.ay dee:a it for the public interest, change or
add to such map so as to place thereon lines and notations
shov/ing existing or proposed locations, not theretofore map-
ped, of nev; or widened public ways and nevr or enlarged parks,
and proposed discontinuances in whole or in part of e.v.is'uing
or mapped public v/ays and parks. IIo suc!i change or addition
shall become effective until after a public hearing in rela-
tion thereto before the citv council or a comruittee thereof
or before the selectm.en, at v>rhich part?os in interest sh'.ll
have an opportunity to be hoard. At l^ast ten dajrs ' 3iotice of
such a public hearing shall be given by advert is ement in an
official publication of, or in a n'ivvspaper of ger3r£'. 1 circulf;-
tion in, the city or tc^vn and by mailing a copy cf such
advertisement to all ovmers of property ahuttin^-^ on s^ich
proposed iiiiprovonont or discontir.uarc as uppe.- rirg Mpon the
most recent tax list. T.o such cliangj cr ; daitii n ",.hich has
not been previously recomraended by tho planning board shall
be adopted until after a report thei'eon by r,;.id board j and
no variance from a plan prepared or approve'! by the planning
board shall be made except by a two thirds vote cf all the
members of a city council, or by a two t/iirJr vota of a
town m^eeting; provided, that the last mentioned requirement
shall be deei.ied to be waived in case tlie }r.atter has been re-
ferred to said board for a report and it has failed tc report
within thirtv days thereafter.
Powers of legis-
lative body not
abridged
Section RID . Sections eighty-one A to eighty-one J
inclusive, shall not abridge the vovrerr of the city ccun-il
or trie selectmen or any other municipal officer in regarJ, to
highways or parks, in any manner except as provided therein,
nor shall they authorise the taking of land, nor authorize a
city or tcvm to lay out or construct any v/ay or widening
thereof which may be indicated on sucli a map until the same
has been laid out as a public v/ay, nor authorize a city or
town to discontinue or close any way or park as indicated on
such a map except in accordance with the laYfs governing tho
same
.
Upon final action by the proper autl'xorities in establish-
ing a public v.ay, or v/idening thereof, or any discontinuance
thereof in v/hole or in part, or in establishing a public park,
or any enlarging thereof, or closing thereof in whole or in
part, the lines and notations shov/ing such improvement, dis-
continuance or closing, as so established or effected shall be
made a part of its official map, if there be any. {
Section 81E. A city or town having a planning board es-
tablished under section eighty-one A may, hy ordinance, bylaw
or vote, provide for the reference of any matter or class of
matters to the planning board before final action thereon,
with or without the provision that final r.ction shall not bo
taken until the planning board has submitted itn report or
lias had a reasonable fixed time to submit the stsae. The plan-
ning board shall have full po\ver to make such investigations,
maps and reports^ and recommendations in connection ther'?v;it'-.,
relating to the planning and development of the city or tovn,
'as it deems desirable.
Section 81F. Every person making a subdivision in any
city or town having a planning board established under section
eighty-one A, or in any other city or to"-m which has a ''""i-ro
of survey, however established, and accepts the prov is -^f
this section and the four follov/ing sectir^ns, shall srt n.Lt to
such planning board or board of survey, hereinafter in f-is
section referred to as the board, for appz oval a '^lat oi' ^U(.h
subdivision and said board shall receive an'l pass upon s-ich
plat. Eacll suc?i board shall adopt, and iiiay Irim tiir.j to tiMe
amend, reasonable rules and regulations, not i..con'-i^t-.it vfxth
this section, governing the submission and app.'"VAl jf ^i.'b
plats. The board shall cause to be made a dctaile;. r>' cord
of all its proceedings relative to such a plc.t, .vhi'jh rsrord
shall, in case the plat is disapproved, sta"'"e t"i.e xe-tf-cns
thereof. Such record, immediately follov/ing the 'Dcai-ti'^
final decision, shall be filod in its offico and jhall be a
public record. Before approval of such a plat :s given, a
public hearing shall be held by the board, notice cf -rhich
hearing shall be given at least ten days prior theretc, by
advertisement in' an official publication of, or in a nev/s-
paper of general circulation in, the city or tovm, and by
mailing a copy of such advertisement to all ovmers of
property abutting upon the land included in such plat, as
appearing upon the most recent tax list.
The board may thereupon approve, modify and approvo , or
disapprove such plat, and shr.ll file a certificate of su'.-h
action with the city or town clerk. Failure of the board to
take final action regarding a plat submitted to it within
forty-five days after such submission shall be deemed to be
an approval of such plat. In case of approval of a '^lat bv
action of the board, it shall cause to be made thereon
written endorsement of approval, and, in c^ve of the approval
of a plat by reason of its failure to act, the city o/to-m
clerk shall issue a certificate stating the date of the sub-
mission of the plat for approval, and tlie fact that the plan-
ning board failed to take final action thereon within forty-
five days after such submission; provided, that such endcrse^l
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unapproved
subdivis ions
ment shall be made and such certificate issued upon written
request of the person making the subdivision but not before
the expiration of the period provided for court appeal, if
no appeal has been taken, other^/zise not before the rendering
of a court decree approving such plat.
Before approval hy the board of such a plat, it shall
consider and may require such provision of street develop-
ment and utilities as in its opinion will justify the sub-
division, vfith proper bond to secure performance, in accord-
ance with ordinaiices or bylaws of the city or town.
Before such approval, the board shall also in proper
cases require that the plat show a park or parks suitably
located for playground or recreation purposes.
In approving such plats, the board shall require that
ways shovm tliereon shall have proper grades and shall be of
suitable v/idth and suitably located to accommodate the
prospective traffic and to afford adequate light, air and
access including access of fire fighting equipment, to
buildings, and to be co-ordinated so as to compose a conveni-
ent systein, and that the land suoavii on such a plat shall be
of such character that it can be v;sed for building purposes
without danger to health. In making such deterrainat ion
regarding ways, the board shall take into consideration the
prospective character nf the development, whether open resi-
dence, dense residence, business or inaustrial.
After such a plat bearing an endorsement of approval
or accompanied by a certificate as aforesaid has been
recorded in the office of t'le appropriate registry of deeds,
any v.-ays and parks shovm on such plat shall be and become
a part of the official map, if tJiere be any.
The word "subdivision", as used in sections eighty-
one F to eighty-one J, inclusive, shall .mean the division of
a lot, tract or parcel of land into two or more lots, sites
or other divisions of land in such a manner as to require
provision for a street for the purpose, whether immediate or
future, of sale or of building development, and shall include
resubdivison, and, v/hen ap-ropriate to tiie context, shall
relate to the process of subdi\'-iding or to the land or terri-
tory subdivided. Such approval of subdivision plats in any
city cr town wherein section eighty-one. F is in effect shall
be required whether' or not the official map is adopted thereini
Section 81G . No street and no public water supply or
sewer or other municipal utility or improvement in any public
or private wo.y shall be constructed within a subdivision in
any city or town wherein section eighty-one F is in effect,
unless such street or v;-ay appears on a plat of such subdivi-
sion approved and recorded as provided in said section, and
no such utility or improvement shall be constructed in any
public or private way elsewhere than in a subdivision in any
city or town having an official map under section eighty-one G
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unless such vj-ay has been placed on or laade a part of such
:aap •
Section OlH . No pennit for the erection of any d^vellinc
v/ithin a subdivision in a city or town wherein section ei^^.y
one F is in effect shall be issued unless a -.vay giving access
to such proposed dwelling appears on a plat of such subdivi-
sion approved and recorded as provided in said section, and
no permit for the erection of any dv/elling elsewhere than in
a subdivision in any city or town having an official nap
under section eighty-one C shall be issued unless a v:ay givir^g
access to such proposed dwelling has been placed on or made a
part of such mapj provided, that if the enforcenent of the
foregoing provisions of this section v/ould entail practical
difficulty or unnecessary hardship and if the circumstances
of the case do not require that the dv;elling be related to a
way shoxvn on a plat or to a mapped v/ay, as the case may be,
the board of appeals provided for in section eighty-one I
shall have power by vote' of a majority of its members to
issue a permit for the erection of such dvreliings, subject,
hov/ever, to the provisions of said section eighty-one I and
section eighty-one J.
Section SI I. A city or town wherein section eighty-one F
is in effect shall, by ordinance or bylav/, provice for a
board of appeals, which may be the existing board of appeals
under the local building or zoning ordinances or bylaivs.
Pending provision for a board of appeals, the city council
or selectmen shall act as a board of appeals. Any board of
appeals newly established hereunder shall consist of at least
three members who shall be appointed by the mayor subject to
the confirmation of the city council, or by the selectmen,
for terms of such length ajid so arranged that the term of one
member vj"ill expire each year; and said board shall elect
annually a chairman from its ovm number and a clerk. Any
board so newly established may also act as a board of appeals
under the local building or zoning ordinances or bylaws or
both.
Removal
Board's ri;les
Any member of such a board of appeals may be re".ioved for
cause by the appointing authority upon writ-:en charges and
after a public hearing. Vacancies shall be filled for unex-
pired terns in the ssjne manner as in the case of original
appointments. Ordinances or bylav/s established hereunder may
provide for the appointment in like manner of associate nenbers
of the board of appeals, hereafter in this section called the
board; and in case of a vacancy, inability to act or interest
on the p;v.rt of a member of the board, his place sliall be '
taken by an associate member designated by the chairman.
The board shall adopt rules, rot inconsistent v;ith this
and the preceding section, for conducting its business and
otherv^ise carrying out the purposes of said sections, lleet-
ings of the board shall be held at the call of the chaiiman
and also when called in such other manner as it siiall deter-
mine in its rules. Such chairman, or in his absence the
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acting chaiiaran, may adiainister oaths, sunimon v/itnesses and
call for the production of papers. All hearings of the board
shall be open to the pTAblic. The board snail cause to be
made a detailed record of its procoeed i.ngs
,
shovv^ng the vote
of each member upon each q\?,estion, or, if absent or failing
to vote, indicating such fact, and setting forth clearly the
reason or reasons for its decisions, and of its other official
acts, copies of all of which shall be imjnediately filed in the
office of the citv or tovm clerk and shall be public records.
Hearings
Notice
Appeal to
court
Costs
Appropriation
Before taking any action under section eighty-one H, the
board shall give a hearing at which parties in interest shall
liave an opportunity to be heard, in person or by agent or at-
torney. At least fifteen days' notice of the time and place
of such hearing shall be published in an official publication
of, or in a nev/spapur of general circulation in, the city or
tov;n. Tho board may impose reasonable requirements as a con-
dition of granting a permit under section eighty-one H, v/hloh
requirements shall be designed to promote the health, con-
venience, safety and general welfare of the comi;iunity and
shall inuro to the benefit of the city or town.
Section 81J. Any person, whether or not previously a
party to tlie proceedings, aggrieved by -a decision of the
board of appeals under section eighty-one H, or by any deci-
sion of a plaraiing board or board of survey concerning a
plat of a subdivision, as defined in section eighty-one F,
or its failure to take final action concerning the same
within the required tiiae, or any municipal officer or board,
may appeal to the superior court sitting in equity for tiie
county in which the land concerned is situated; provided,
that such appeal is filed v.'ithin fifteen da^rs after such
decision is recorded or v/ithin fifteen days after the expira-
tion of the required time aforesaid. The court shall hear
all pertinent evidence and determine the facts, and, upon
the factr. so determined, shall annul such decision if found
to exceed the authority of such board, or make such other
decree as justice s.nd equity raQ.y require. The foregoing
remedy shall be exclusive, but the parties shall have all
rights of appeal and exception as in other eaviity ceases.
Costs shall not be allowed against the planning board,
board of survey or board of appeals unless it shall appear to
the court that such board acted with gross negligence or in
bad faith or v:ith malice in making decision appealed from.
Section five of chapter forty of tho General La./s, as
amended, is hereby further ai.icnded by striking nuc clause (28)
and inserting in place thereof the f ollo\-j'ing :—
(28) For cprrying out sections seventy-three to eighty-
one J, fmclusive, of chapter forty-one. Such appropriation
shall be expended by t'le board of survey or by thj planning
board established under section eighty-one A of said chapter
and the board of appeals established under section eighty-one 1
of said chapter, as tj'ie case K.ay be.
This act shall take offset Jajaura-y first, nineteen hun-
dred ana thirty-seven.
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SPECIAL PLAmilNG LEGISLATIOII
In two inGtances, through the enactment of a special statute establishing the
tovm manager form of government, provision was made for the performance of duties
ordinarily performed by a town planning board. 'vTithout expressing any opinion as
to the merits or demerits of this procedure, the details are here presented in
order to complete the record.
misFIELD
Chapter 586, Acts of 1920, Sections 14, 15 and 16, provides for the appoint-
ment by the selectmen of a planning board of five persons v/hose duty it shall be
—to keep itself informed of the progress of town planning
in this and other countries;
—to make stixdies and recommendations for the improvement
of the plan of the tovm with a viev; to the present and
future movement of traffic, the general convenience, ar;ienity,
health, recreation and welfare, and any needs of the town
dependent on the tov/n plan;
—to consider and report upon the designs, and their relation
to the town plan, of all new public v^rays, lands, places,
buildings, bridges and other public structures, and of addi-
tions to and alterations in those already existing, and of
the layout or platting of new subdivisions of the toi"n.
STOUGHTON
Chapter 400, Acts of 1921, Sections 5 and 6, provides for the election by
official ballot for five mem.bers of the finance commission, v/hich shall also act
as the planning board of the town and shall have all necessary povrers therefor.
The coinmission shall keep itself informed of the progress of tovm planning and
make studies and recom^uendations for the improvement and development of Lhe to-.m
with a view to the present and future movement of trafiic, the ge:n.rai convenience,
amenity, health, recreation and vrelfare aiid any needs of the to-vi..
* ^: * * * * =l< 5i< ******** --r + * =i- =l« ****** *
f
*
* INTROUUCTIOIJ TO t
t ZOIIIITG SJABLINl- EiT/^GTI'EMTS t
I AND EEUiTEE LEGISLATIOIT *
I ji *
Sr *
*
-x-
* Strictly speaking, zoning in this Coiamonwealth had its '.-
^
inception in Article LX of the Constitutional Amen dniei its , ao- *
f cepted by the citizens on November 5, 1918 by a vote of *
* 161,214 to 83,095. This amendiiient provides that *
* -
. t
* "The general court shall have povrer ta liinit build- 4
* ings according to their use or construct ion to *
* specified districts of cities and tov/ns." *
t *
* Prior to the adoption -of this ajrendiaent
,
hov/ever, the *
* Legislature of Massachusetts passed a laiv applicable to the -x-
* City of Boston, establishing two kinds of height districts, *
* one with an 80-foot height limit and the other with a 12,5- ^
•X- ° . )(•
* foot height limit, and it had been held by the courts that *
* this regulation vms lawful under the State Const itutiono *
K-
-X-
* *
* A general zoning enabling act v^as enacted in 1920, rjid *
* with various amendments from time to time, continued in ef- *
* feet until 1933 v/hen a complete revision vms adopted, based *
* in large measure upon the recoirmendat ion of the Special Con- *
* mission established by trie Legislature in 1931 "-to study and ^
* revise the lav;- relative to zoning, to\m. planning and the rcgu- -x-
^ lation of billboards and other advertising covices." ^
As in the case of the Plar^ing Enabling Act, certain re-
-x-
x- search funds available to the Harvard School of City Planning
f were applied to a study of all existing zoning law 'enactments x-
* and an analysis of the strong and 'weak features of these laivs
* in practical operation. The law, as finally adopted, continues*
X- in force to date with minor perfecting amendments only being *
incorporated, v/itli one exception. In 1934 a special act was t-
* adopted permit bing the ovmer of a freehold estate to bring a *
* petition in the Land Court for determination as to the validity*
-X- of an ordinance or bylaw passed under the provisions of the
-x-
* zoning lavf, *
* *
* The general enabling act as here presented in Part I has *
K- been codified and annotated for purposes of convenience, vfhile *
* Part II contains related acts which in their application hsive *
* a bearing upon the body of the zoning Ic-.ws. *
^
-x-
************** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ;,i ********:(:*** 5|; **************** *
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PART
ZOIJIiTG EL7.BLING ACT AND AI.2;!IDx^(lEKTS T^RETO
CliAPTER 40, G.L., Sections 25-o03 Inclusive
as amended by
Chapters 269-1933; 338-193'5; 133-1938; 176-
198 and 320-1941
Authority to requlaie
bui I dings, stnjdures
and land
Establishment of districts
Uniformity within districts
Section 25 . For the purpose of promoting the health,
safety, convonience, morals or welfare of its irihatitants,
any city, e:^cept Boston, and any tcYm, mav by ordinance or
bylaw regulate and restrict the height, number of stories,
and size of b.;ildings and structures, the size and vridth
of lots, the percentage of lot that may be occupied, the
size of yards, courts and otlier open spaces, the denjity of
population, and the location and use of buildings, structures
and land for trade, industry, residence or othor pur.posos.
For o.ny or all of such purposes such an ordinance or
bylaw may divide the municipality into distriotis of such
number, shape and area as may be deeiiied best suited to carry
out the purposes of sections twenty-five to tiiirty A, inclu-
sive, and within such districts it may regulate and restrict
the erection, construction, reconstruction, alteration or
use of buildings and structures, or use of land, and nay
prohibit noxious trades -Titliin the municipality or any
specified part thereof. All such re£;ulutions and restric-
tions shall be unifcrr.i for ^toh class or kind of build-
ings, strncturos or land, and for each c;lasS-or kind of us-e,
throughout the. dir;trict, but the regulations and restric-
tions in one district may differ from those in other districti
f\:rposes of regulations
Consideration of character
of areas
Such regulations and restrictions shall be designed
among other purposes to lessen congestion in the streets;
to secure safety from fire, panic and other dangers; to
provide adequate light' and air; to prevent overcrowding of
land; to avoid undue concentration of population; to
facilitate the adequate provision of transportation, water,
sewerage, schools, parks and other public requirements; and
to increase the amenities of tlie municipality.
Due regard shall bo paid to the characteristics of the
different parts of the city or tovn, and the ordinances or
bylaws estab]ished hereunder in any city or town shall be
the same for zones, districts or streets having substantially
the same character; and such regulations and res tr icti.:ns
sriall be made with a view to conserving the value of build-
ings and encouraging the most appropriate use of land • , *
throughout the city or tovm.
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Norxonfonninq uses
Exemption of existing areas
ExRuption ot uti lities
Adoption and aniendnent
Kiblic hearing and report
by board. Due notice
Public hearing ky council
Tvienty days' notice
Section 26, Sucfa an ord inane o or bylaw or any amend
-
nent thereof shall not apply to existing buildings or struc-
tures, nor to the existing use of any building or structure,
or of land to the extent to which it is used at the time of
adoption of the ordinance or bylaiv, but it shall apply to
any change of use thereof and to any alteration of a build-
ing or structure when the sane would amount to reconstruc-
tion, extension or structural change, and to any alteration
of a building or structure to provide for its use for a pur-
pose or in a manner substantially different from the use to
which it T/as put before alteration, or for its use for the
same purpose to a substantially greater extent. Such an
ordinance or bylaw may regulate non-use cf non-conforming
buildings and structures so as not to unduly prolong the
life of non-conforming uses. A building, structure or land
used or to be used by a j^ublic service corporation may be
exempted from the operation of such an ordinance or bylaw
if, upon petition of the corporation, the department of
public utilities shall, after public notice and hearing,
decide that the present or .proposed situation of the
building, structure or land in question is reasonably
necessary for tlie com'enience or welfare of the public.
Section 27, Such ordinances or bylaws may be adopted
and from time to time be changed by ar.endment, addition or
repeal, but only in the manner liereinafter provided. l^Io
ordinance or bylavj- originally establishing the boundaries
of the districts or the regulations and restrictions to be
enforced therein, and no ordinance or bylaw changing the
same as aforesaid, shall be adopted until after the plan-
ning board, if any, or, in a town having no such board,
the board of selectmen, has held a public hearing thereon
after due notice given and has submitted a final report
with recommendations to the city council or town meeting,
or until tiventy days shall have elapsed after such hearing
without the submission of such report; provided, that, in
case of a proposed ordinance or byla^v originally establish-
ing the boundaries of the districts or the regulations and
restrictions to be enforced therein, it shall be sufficient
if a public hearing is held and a final report with recom-
mendations is submitted by a zoning board ^xppointed for
the purpose by the city council or selectmen or wenty days
elapse after such hearing v/ithout such report being sub-
mitted. No such ordinance as proposed to be originally
established or changed as aforesaid shall be adopted until
after the city council or a committee designated or
appointed for the purpose by it has held a public hearing
thereon, at which all interested persons shall be given an
opportunity to be heard. At least twenty days' notice of the
tirae and place of such Iiearing before the city council or
committee thereof shall be published in an official publica-
tion, or a newspaper of general circulation, in the munici-
pality. After such notice, hearings and report, or lapse
of time vfithout report,, a city council or town meeting may
adopt, reject, or amend and adopt any such proposed ordinance
or bylaw. No change of any such ordinance or bylaw shall be
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Adop"tion and amendnent (con. )
Two thirds voie fcr
amendnent
Protests
adopted except by a two thirds vote of all the members of
the city council v/here there is a conEiission form of
government or a single branch, or of each branch where
there are two branches, or by a tv/o thirds vote of a town^
mooting; provided, that in case there is filwd v/ith the
city clork prior to the closo of the first hearing before
the city council or cornraittee thereof a written protest
against s\x6h change, stating the reasons, duly signed by
the avmers of twenty per cent or more of the area of the
land proposed to be included in such change, or of the
area of the land immediately adjacent, extending tlirec
hundred feet therefrom, or of the area of other land with-
in tvro hundred feet of the land proposed to bo included in
such change, no such change of any such ordinance shall bo
adopted oxoopt by a unanimous vote of all the members of
the city council, v;hatever its form, if it consists of less
than nine members or, if it consists of nine or more members
by a three fourths vote of all the members thereof vrhere
there is a commiss ion form of goverrjiient or a single branch,
or of each branch where there are t^/yo branches.
Approval by attorney genenl
Repetitive petitions before
counci I or to»n fuectinq
(contingent upon acceptance)
Vfhen such bylav/s or any changes therein are submitted
to the attorney general for approval as required by section
thirty-two, there shall also be furnished to him a statement
explaining clearly the bylav/s or changes proposed, together
with maps or plans, when necessary.
Section 27A . After acceptance of this section as pro-
vided~Tnrsecnon four of chapter four, no proposed ordinance
or bylaw making a change in any such existing ordinance or
bylavi, vrhich has been unfavorably acted upon by a city
council or town meeting, shall be considered on its merits
by the city council or town meeting v/ithin two years after
the date of such unfavorable action unless the adoption of
such proposed ordinance or bylaw is recomruended in the final
report of the planning board or selectmen required by
section tv^rontysoven.
Bui Idinq permits
Effect on issued pennits
Section 28, No such ordinance or araondmcnt thereof
shall aifect any permit issued in a city before notice of
hearing before the plaming board or the zoning board, as
the case may be, or, if there is neither, before the city
council, has first been given, and no such bylaw or amend-
mont thereof shall affect any permit issued in a tovm before
notice of hearing before the planning board or the zoning
board, as the case may be, or, if there is neither, before
the selectmen, has first been given or before the issuai:iC6
of the warrant for the town meeting at which such bylaw or
amendment is adopted, vfhichever occurs first; provided, that
construction work under such permit is commenced withir. six
months after its issue.
Section 29 . The inspector of build irigs in a city or
town, or the officer or board having supervision cf the
construction of buildings or the pov/er of enforcing the
municipal building lav:s, or, if in any tovm there is no
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Bui tdbg pemiis (con. )
Wiihholdinq o^f ptrriiits
by errforcihg authority
Provision of board of
appeals
such officer or board, the solectmon, shall withhold a
pemit for the construction or alteration of any building,
or structure if the building or structure as constructed
or altered would be in violation of any such ordinanco or
bylav.r or anendment thereof; and state and municipal officers
shall refuse any permit or license for a new use of a
building, structure or land which use vj"ould be in violation
of ajTiy such ordinance or bylaw or anendmont thoroof.
Secti on 50 » Such ordinances or bylaws shall provide
for a board of appeals v»iiich may be the existing board of
appeals under the local building or planning ordinances or
bylaws. Pending provision for a board of appeals, the city
council or selectmen shall act as a board of appeals. Anj
new board of appeals established hereunder shall consist of
at least three members, v>rho shall be appointed by the mayor,
subject to the confirmation of the city council, or by the
selectmen, for terms of such length and so arranged that
the term of one appointee will expire each year; and said
board shall elect armually a chairman from its own number.
Any board so established may also act as the board of
appeals under the local building or planning ordinances or
bylxwrs •
tobership of board
Proceedings cf board
Record of proceedings
r^jvision for
Any member may be removed for cause by the appointing
authority upon written charges and after a public hearing.
Vacancies shall be filled for unexpired terms in the same
manner as in the case of original appointments. Such ordi-
nances or bylaws may provide for the appointr.ient in like
manner of associate mom^bers of the board of appeals; and
in case of a vacancy, inability to act, or interest on the
part of a member of said board, his place may be taken by
an G.ssociate member designated by the mayor or selectmen.
The board shall adopt rules, not inconsistent with the
provisions of any such ordinance or bylaw, for condur't ing
its business and othen\'"ise carrying out the purposes of
sections tv/enty-fivo to thirty A, inclusive. Jleetings of
the board shall be held at the call of the chairman, and
also when called in such other maimer as the board sht.ll
dotormino in its rules. Such chairman, or in his absence
the acting chairman, may administer oaths, summon v/it-
ncsses and call for the production of papers. All hearings
of the board shall be open to the public. The board shall
cause to be made a detailed record of its proceedings,
shoA^ving the vote of each member upon each question, or, if
absent or failing to vote, indicating such fact, and setting
forth clearly the reason or reasons for its decisions, ?md
of its other official actions, copies of all of which shall
be imjaed lately filed in the office of the city or tovm
clerk and shall be a public record, and notice of decisions
shall be m.ailed forthv/ith to parties in interest as herein-
after designated.
Such ordinances or byla^vs m.ay provide tliat the board
may, in appropriate cases and subject to appropriate con-
Appeals (con. ) ditions and safeguards, nuke special exceptions to the teras
of the ordinances or bylav/s in harmony vvith their general
purpose and intent, and in accordance \-ith general or soc-
cific rules therein contained.
Basis -for appeal Appeals to the hoard of appeals may be taken by any
person aggrieved hy reason of his inability to obtain a per-
mit from any administrative official under the provisions of
sections "twenty-five to thirty A, inclusive.
Such ordinances or bylavrs may provide that, in addi-
Procdur? for appeals tion to appeals provided for under the foregoing previsions
of this section, appeals may bo taken to the board of appcls
by any officer or board of the city or tov,Ti, or by any person
aggrieved by any order or decision of the inspector of build-
ings or other administrative official in violation of any
pi-ovision of sections t\'/enty-i ive to thirty A, inclusive,
or any ordinance or bylaw adopted thereunder, and may
prescribe a reascnaole time v/ithin v/hich appeals under this
paragraph ana the preceding paragraph may be taken.
Any such appeal shall be taken within the time prescribed
by ordinance or by lav/ in case the time for appeal is so
prescribed, otherwise vrithin a reasonable tiiae provided by
rule of the board of appeals, by filing rrith the officer or
board from \'rhoso order .or decision the appeal is taken and
v;ith the board of appeals a notice of cppeal specifying the
grounds thereof; provided, that, in any tovm v.'-;iose bylaws
so provide, such notice of appeal shall be filed v;ith the
torm clerk, vriio shall forth-v\'-ith transmit copies thereof to
such ofi'icor or board and to thu m.jmbjrs of the board of
appeals. Such officer or board shall forth'vith transmit
to the board of appeals all documents and papers cr.nstitut-
ing the record of the case in -which the appeal v.'as taken.
The board of appeals shall ii:: a reasonable tine for
the hearing of any appeal or other matter referred to it
or o.ny petition f-or a variance, and give public notice
thereof in an official publication, or a novrapaper of general
Hearing and notice , circulation, in the municipality, and also send notice by
mail, postage prepaid, to the petitioner and to the owners
of all property deemed by the board to be affected tliereby,
as they appear on the most recent local tax list, ?_nd decide
the same ivithin a reasonable time. At the hearing any party
may appear in person or by agent or by attorney.
Poviers of board '^'^'^ Board of Appeals shall have the following povrers :
,'preals (1) liear and decide appeals taken as provided in
this section or in an ordinance or bylaw authorized under
this section.
Spi^cial pirmifs
(2) To hear and decide requests for special pcrraits
upon which such board is required to pass under such
nrd inane e or bylav/.
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Appeals (c.n.)
Vririancos
(3) To authorize upon appeal, or upon petition in cases
vrhere a partiGL;lar \i.se is sought for I'/hich no permit is •
required, T.'ith respect to a particular parcel uf land a
variance from the terms of such an ordincmco cr "bylar^ rrhoro,
caving to conditions especially affecting such parcel bv;t rot
affecting generally the zonia?- district in vj-hich it is
located, a literal enforcement of the provisions 'of the
ordinance or bylar/ would involve substantio^l hardsliip to
the appellant, and r:here rtosira'ble relief may bt^ granted'
v/ithout substantial detri"i.ent to the public good and v/ith-
out substantial detriment to the p'ablic good and ".;it]iout
substantially derogating fror.i t'.iO intent or purpose of
such ordinance or bylax;, but not o-chen-isc.
Airthon'ty of board
In exercising the above-mentioned povrors such board
may, in conformity vith the provisions of sections ti-renty-
f ive to thirty A, ii.clxisive, rever<:;e or rd'f irm ii" vrholo or
in part, or may i;..odify, dny ordor or decision, and m-ay maJcQ
such cruer or decision as ought to be ri.adc, and to that end
shall htiv ; all the povrers of the officer fror. whom the
appe: 1 is taken and may issue or dii^ect the issue of a per-
mit •
Conditioning of variances
In exurcisi.ig the po"./er,::: under paragraph o above, the
board may impose lii.dtat ions booh of time and of user, and
a cent ii;uat ion of the use j emitted may oe ccnditioned uj^on
oc:ripliar,ce with reg\\lations to be m.ade and ar..ended from
time to tine thereafter.
Unanimous vote of members
Further appi,?. I to
superior court
The concu.rring vote of ull '"he members of the board
shall be nocoss'iry to rcvorsu any order or decision of any
such administrative off ici-.l, or to decide ir. favor of the
applicant on Jiny ii.atcor u-ocn which it is reqiiired to pass
under any sucl'i ordinance or b;; or to effect any variance
in tiie apolioat ion of o.ny such ordinance or bylaw.
Any person aggrieved by a decision of the board of
appeals, v/hethcr or i"iot previously a party to the proceedin;;.
or any riunicii';-al officer or oa may appeal to the superior
court sitting in eqi^ity for the county in which the land
concerned is situated; provided, that such appeal is f51ed
in said court witliin fifteen days after such decision is
recordea. It shall hear ull pertinent evidence and deter-
:i)iine the 'facts, and, upon the facts as so determined, annul
such decision if fouixd to exceed the autnority of such, boar^
or make' such other decree as Justice and equity may require,
The foregoing remedy sh.all be exclusive, but the parties
shall have all righos of appesil i.nd exception as in other
equity cases .
Court costs
Costs Siiall not be allov/od against the board unless it
shall appear to the court that the board acted with gross
negligence or in btid f;\ith or with m.alice in m-aking the
docisioij. appealed from.
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^ppbals (cm. )
Precedence: of action
{fepc-tit i vc petit i ons botore
board of appeals (ccntingent
»^_accfept£rice)
EntorcGment
Superior court juris-
diction in equity
All icsue;? in any procGoai.ig undor this section shall
havo procodenoc aver all other civil actions anri procood-
ings
.
Scot inn ."^CA. M'ter .ccoptfj.r^co of this neotior. as pro*
vided~~in~ s action I'our of chapter • four ^ r.o appeal cr petitioi:
undoi paragra^yh 3 of Section thirty for variance fzor. tha
terms of such cn orainanca or bylavr v^ith respect to par-
ticular parcol of lard, and uc application ur.dar .Section
thirty fcr a special exception to- the -oorr.is of ..ny su"h
ordinance or bylaw, which Las been unf^.Torably actod apo*i
by the board of appeals shall bo consicered un its r.nits
bv said board vfithi.i irro yoars aft he cate of cucn
uiifavorablo action czcopt vrith -che consent of xll ti'.j r-^an-
bers of the pla:.ining bor-rd, or of oho bourd c f soloctnen
in a tov.T. having no planning board.
Section c03. The superior court ah3.ii havo jX'rln-
dicticn!'"irrT^uTt,- to enfccc tho provisions cf scct.'ons
v.7enty~f ivo to thirty i'fiolasive, and any orlinanois
or bylaivs nado thereunaGr, and raay restr£.in "ly in;ii.'iiction
violaticnG thereof.
PiiRT II
The following enact:^ients , v;hile rot specifically a-":ending the
zoning law, nevertheless , do exort a defi^iite influence upon its
enf orceriient and txiorefore should be kept carefully in mind.
CFATTEll 3G9 , ACTS OF 1929
AH ACT liELATIVE TO TK3 FJBLIGATIC:i OF OETINiJXSS A!!!^
PROPOSED ORDIIhU'CES I.T CEPTL.I5: CITIES
Yvhoreas, The dofarred operation of this act "j-ov.ld in
part defeat its purposo, therefore it is hereby declared
to be an emergency lav/, necessary for the iamcdiato preserve
tion of tlio public convenience.
f\jb I i cation of
anlkanD-s__3nd
prop'/Sf d jrdinnnces
in irtain cities
i3e it enacted, etc., as follc-rs
:
Chapter forty of the General Laws is liareby amended
by inserting ufter section thirty-tr/o the follov-Hng xiew
section:-- Section ZZn , The provisions in the chexter
of a city v/hich accepts this section by vote of its city
council, requiring newspaper advertising of certain
ordinances and proposed ordinances shall, in case of ar.y
ordinance nr proposed ordinance, or codii'xcticn thereof.
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Publication of ^rdinanas Gxccudiug in length ci-jit octo.vo pages of ordinary bo^,k
and prrposfd ordinances in print, be deemed to be coi.iplied vrith if the same is
certain cities (con.) published by the cit^^ council in a municipal bulletin or
~ printed pamphlet, but othervfico in conf onnit^'- v/ith said
provisions.
Board d he? Ith
Assignment ut places for
offensive trades consist-
ent with zoninq n-'gula-
tions
Witnesses ?i heirinqs
Authority tc sumcton
witnesses before zoning
beard of appeals
CI-L.PTER 269, ACTS OF 1933 , SECTIOITS 2_, 3 and 4
Section 2. Chapter one hundred and elovon of the
General Laws is hereby amended by striking out section
one hundred and forty-three, as appearing in tne Tcrcon-
tonary Edition thereof, and inserting in place thereof
the folloY-'ing:— Section 143. The board of health in a
city or tov-m nay fror: ti..ae to time assign certain places
for the exercise of any trade or employiuent I'mich is a
a nuisance or hurtful to the inhabitaiits
,
injur ic'us to
their estates, dangerous to the public heali;h, or is
attended by noisome and injui-ious odors, sub-"ect, hov/over,
to the provisions of any ordinance or bylaiu adopted therein
under sections tvrcntv-f ive inclusive of
chapter forty, or corresponding provisions of earlier lav/s
,
and it laay prohibit the enercise thereof v/ithi:: the limits
of the tov.Ti or in places net so assigned, in any cvciit:.
Such ass igKTients shall be entered in the recor.Is uf the
to-iin, and may bo revoked v/l:en the board shall 'chi-ik proper.
Section 5 » Section eight of chapter tv/o hundred and
thirty-three cf the General Lav/s , as appearing in the Tor-
centenary Edition thereof, is noreby amended by striking
out, in the eleventh and -t-wclfth lines, the vrord "t^.vonty-
Govon" and insertirig in place thereof the v/ord:— thirty,—
so as to read as follor/s:— Section 8. Witnesses may be
sumi.ioned to attend and testify and to produce bocks and
papers at a hearing before a city council, or either branch
thereof, or before c joint or special corrjnitteo of the same
or of eit'ier branch tliereof, or before a board of selectmen,
a board of police corrrT.iss ioners , a fire ccmin: ss ioncr or a
board of fire Gomi:iiss ioners , a commissioner of public safety,
a school board, a licensing board or licensing authorities
for the granting of licenses for certain non-intoxicating
beverages, as defined in section one of chapter one hundred
and thirty-eight, a board of registrars of voters, the police
commissioner or election commissioners of Boston, the
metropolitan district commdss ion, or e. board of appeals
designated or appointed under sect 5 on th i rt-- of chapter forty
as to matters within their authority; and sucli witnesses shal
be sumiTicned in the same manner, be paid the same fees and be
subject to the same penalties for default, as vritnesses 'in
civil cases before the courts. The presiding officer of
such council, or of either branch thereof, or a member of
any such com-.iittoe, board or cominission, or any such com-
missioner, ma;'- administer oaths to witnesses who appear befor
such council, brc.nch thereof, cora'.iittoe, board, comi^iiss ion
or comj.iiss ioner, respectively.
Application of statiAe
Future zoning appeals in
accordance with statute
Validity of previously
adopted zoning regula-
tions
Section 4. Exoep-o i:i Bocton, the provisions of .id
section thirty, ixs appearing in section one of this aot,
shall appl;,'-~Tn the consideration of all appeels and otxher
matters referred to any board of zoninr appeals after tl^^.
effective date of this act, and in the case of all court
appeals from decisions in coning mi.tters v/hich are recorded
after said date. All ordinances ar-d bylav/s adopted under
authority anted in v;}.ole or in part hy r:ectiors ^'>or^"7~
five to thirty A, inclusive, of chapter frrcy of ohe Canoral
Lav;:.' , "or-"""o r r « s pond in^ provisions of earlier lavs, which are
in force irruediately prior to said date, shall, except in
so far as they are inconsistent v/ith the requirep-'.'nts cf
t.his act J continue in ..-ffv^ct until changed as proridad
herein. Mcthins in this act shall prevent ury existing
board of zoning appeals frcn continuing 1:0 act.
/i
2£3,
AN ACT PPOYIDING FOk JUDI'^IAL DJT3H:rrIATiC!T OF TPS VALIDITY
iJW EXTENT 0? laraiOIRlL ZOKING OEril'Ai^CES, BYLAl^'S UQ
RLGULATIONS
"I'yhcreas, the; deferred operation of this act -.rould
cause substantial inconvenience, therefore it is hereby
declared to be an eiriergency law, necessai'y for the iinmedi-
ate preservation of the public convenience.
Be it enacted, etc., as follovrs :
Section Section one of chapter one hundred and
Land court
Jurisdiction over
zoning matters
Petition in land court to
dettmiine validity of zon-
ing regulations
oightyfivo of the General La^rs , as emended by section one
of chapter sixty-seven cf the acts cf nineteen hundred and
thirty-four, is hereby further araonded by inserting after .
clause (j), us appearing in the Tercentenary Edition, the
follcv/ing noTi' clause:—
(j"!') Petitions under section fourteen A of chapter
two hundred and forty to detor'aine the validity and extent
of Liunicipal zoning ordinances, bylav/s and rcg^alations
•
Section 2, Chapter two hundred and forty of the General
Lav;s is hereby aivionded by adding after section fourteen, as
appearing in the Torceiitenary Edition, the following new
section:— Section ll/l . The ovmer of a freehold estate in
possession in land may bring a petition in the land court
against a city or town wherein such land is situated, which
shall not be open to objection on the ground that a mere
judgment, order or decree is sought, for determination as
to the validity of a municipal ordinance, bylaw or regula-
tion, passed or adopted under the provisions of sectiorxs
twenty-five to thirty A, inclusive, of c;he.pter forty or
under any special lAw relatin^^ to zeroing, so called, which
purports to restrict or limit the present or future use,
.
enjoyment, improvement or development of such land, or any
29
Land court (o^n.)
ConditionG precedent
pr.rt thareof, or of prasent or future structures thoreon,
including altorctt ions or repairs, or for detenaination of
the extent to vrliich any such nunicipal ordinr.nco, bylaiv or
regulation affects a proposed use, onjoyinent, improveMent
or davelopnent of such land by the erection, alteration or
repair of structures thereon or other'/vise as sot forth in
such petition. The rir_;lit to file and prosecute such a
petition shall not bo affected by the fact tha.t no pernit
or license to erect s truGti:'.re3 or to alter, improve or
repair existing structures on such land has been applied
for, nor by the fact that no architects' plans or drawings
for such erection, alteration, inprovoiaent or repair iiave
been prepared. The court may make binding determinations
of right interpreting such ordinances, byla-.Ts or regula-
tions whether any consequential ^'udgnient or relief is or
could be claimed or not.
ChAPTER 520 , ;.CTS 0? 1941
Ab act MA.KI1:G GERTAIH PR(J/TSI0NS of Liu" R2UT1V:: TO THE
APPROVAL AKD PUBLICATION OF EYLAITS Ii^iAPPLICABLIC
TO CITIES, ;j'iD VALIDAiniG CLBT/.IN ORI/INAilCSS
HERETOFOPl; ALOPITD PY CITIES
Be it enacted, etc., as follows
:
Sectir^n 1. Section thirty-two of chapter forty of
the General Laws, as most recently amended by section
one of chapter one hundred and eighty-five of the acts
of nineteen hundred and thirty-three, is hereby further
ariiended by adding at the end the follovring new sentence :~
This section shall not apply to cities,—so as to road as
Rib Meat ion of bylaws follows:— Secbion ZZ » Before a bylaw takes effect it
in tonns shall be approved by the attorney general and siiall be
• published in a tovm bulletin or pamphlet, copies of which
shall be posted in at least five public places in the
tov.m; and if the tov/n be divided into precincts copies
shall bo posted in one or m.ore public places in each
precinct of the tovm; or, instead of such publishing in
a town bulletin or parp.phlet and such posting, shall be
published at least throe times in one or more no^^'spapGrs
,
if any, published in tlie to^rn, otherv.'ise in one or more
newspapers published ixi the county. The requirements of
publishing in a town bulletin or pamphlet and posting,
or publishing in one or more nov^spaporE, as above, may
be dispensed with if notice of the bylav^ bo given by
deli\-ering a copy thereof at every occupied dwelling or
apartment in the tovm, and affidavits of the persons
delivering the said copies, filed vfith the tov.m clerk,
shall be conclusive evidence of proper notice hereunder.
This section shall not apply to cities.
Hd?t;on of ordinancts
in certain cities
Section 2 . All ordinances adopted by a. city under
authority of any provision of general or special law, in
30
Validation of ordirencts so far as they may be Irxvalid by reason of ft^iluro to coni-
in certain cities (con. ) ply with the provisions of section thirty-t vo of chapter
forty of the General Lav^s, as in effect immediately prior
to the effective date of this act, are hereby validated^
and confirmed, and shall have the s£me force and effect as
though said section thirty-ti-.'-o were not applicable to citiec
****
Chapter 537 of the Acts of 1941, "An Act Relative to protecting the
Approaches to Publicly CKwied Airports," should be kept in mind in correction
with airport developments.
3fc 3jC 5^
The following clause is the enabling statute authorizing the preparation
and adoption by cities and tovras of a Building Code. It is necessary for muni-
cipalities to accept this section, prior to .the adoption of a Building Code:—
REGUL/iTIQIIS 3Y CITIES aI-JD TOWS
Inspection of Buildings
CHAPTER 143
,
Section 3 « LVery city, except Boston, and eveiy tov/n which
accepts this section or has accepted corresponding provisions of earlier laws
may, for the prevention of fire and the preservation of life, health and morals,
by ordinance or bylaws consistent with lav/ and applicable throughout the v/hoie
or any defined part of its territory, rugulate the inspection, materials, con-
struction, alteration, repair, height, area, location and use of buildings and
other structures '.'Vitliin its limits, except such as are owned cr occupied by the
United States or by the Commonwealth, and except bridges, quays c-Tid wharves,
and may prescribe penalties not exceeding one hundred dollars for evei-T," viola-
tion of such ordinances or bylaws.
It
<
APPENDIX B
SAMPLE FORMS AND LETTERS
Boston, Mass.
OFFICE OF MEMBERS
THE CITY PLANNING Frederic H. Fay, Chairman
ROAPFJ Sidney S. Conrad15UA±tU
^^^y ^ Fitzgerald
City Hall William Francis
William Stanley Parker
BOSTON, MASS.
Elisabeth M. Herlihy,
Honorary Consultant
October 1, 1939.
TO THE HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS:
In accordance with instructions from His Honor the Mayor,
the City Planning Board is preparing a Capital Budget for 1940
and a Capital Program for 1940-45.
The budgeting of capital accounts is just as essential as is
the budgeting of current accounts and the principles involved
are much the same. The Capital Budget, however, is not sepa-
rate and distinct from the City's usual budgetary procedure,
but is rather a part of it. The Capital Budget will correlate
the capital needs of all City Departments, Boards and Com-
missions.
There are submitted herewith forms which your Department
is requested to complete, together with instructions as to pro-
cedure. You are urged to return these forms to the City
Planning Board prior to November 1, 1939.
Very truly yours.
(s) Frank H. Mallet,
Secretary.
Enclosures:
CITY PLANNING BOARD
boston, mass.
Instructions to Departments for Filing Information
Relative to Plans and Estimates for Capital Budget
Projects
In accordance with instructions from His Honor the Mayor
the City Planning Board is preparing a Capital Budget for 1940
and a Capital Program for 1940 to 1945. There are submitted
herewith forms to be filled out by your Department covering
projects which you desire to have included in the Capital Budget
or Capital Program. These forms should be returned as
promptly as possible and should be in the hands of the City
Planning Board not later than November 1, 1939.
Capital Expenses are for physical developments in contrast
to operating costs. A Capital Budget may be considered as a
study of long term investments for the City.
In the report on the Capital Expenses of the last 20 years for
Boston, the groupings and definitions in City Document #87
have been followed, these will also serve as a guide for estimates
for next year. They include:
Purchase of land.
"C-Equipment: Equipment consists of machinery, implements,
tools, furniture, live stock, vehicles (which should be listed
separately) and other apparatus that may be used repeatedly
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without material impairment of their physical condition and
which have a calculable period of service."
"E-Materials: Materials are articles and substances in a
natural or manufactured state, used principally by Departmental
forces in the construction or repair of buildings, highways, sewers,
machinery, articles and equipment."
"Special Appropriations: (Six items) Bridges, Ferries, Side-
walks, Parkwaj-s and Roadways, Streets and Street Signs."
Contracts for construction (including engineers' or Architects'
fees, advertising and other incidental costs) and contracts for
grading or planting of trees and shrubs.
It is recognized that some of the items which were listed for
the past years need not be considered in a new capital budget
because they are of such a short duration or of such a small
amount. They may be carried in the operating costs. For
instance C-9, oifice, C-15, tires, etc., and C-16, wearing apparel,
need not be included in the new set up.
Because of the limited time available, information as to the
status of the various appropriations made to projects will be
secured by us this year from the city auditor. Information as
to the major terms and maturity of obligations that must be
provided in the future for the projects contained in the capital
budget and program will be worked out by the city planning
board, the budget department, the auditor and your depart-
ment after it becomes more certain how many and what projects
can be carried on within the limits of the funds that will be
available for capital projects during the next 6 years.
Departmental estimates must be submitted on standard
forms (A, B, and C) copies of which are sent you herewith. Ad-
ditional copies of these forms will be furnished on request.
The supply is limited and you are therefore urged to ask for only
the number of each actually required for the proparation of your
estimates. As many projects as possible should be listed on
each sheet of Forms A and B. Five copies of each sheet of the
departmental estimates are to be made. The original and three
copies of the estimate are to be delivered to the city planning
board, one copy is to be retained in your office.
For clarity the following terminology has been used.
An Available Appropriation is an appropriation that has been
made by the city council or otherwise so that an agency may
undertake an expenditure or a contract or other commitment
for that project.
An Authorized but Not Issued Appropriation is a loan which has
been authorized but which has not been made available for the
contraction of encumbrances. An agency cannot undertake an
expenditure or liability for a project which has only an appro-
priation authorized but not issued except under special approval
by the mayor.
A Pending Project is a project which has not been completed
but:
1. For which an appropriation has been made available or is
reasonably expected to be made available at any time prior to
December 31, 1939;
2. For which an appropriation has been authorized but not
issued. A project is not to be considered completed as long as
there remains as of December 31, 1939, unexpended or unen-
cumbered balances of appropriations authorized for that project
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ately after the receipt of the capital budget, council shall consider
the budget in public sessions, affording a reasonable opportunity
to all persons to be heard thereon. Such sessions shall not
extend bej'ond October 1.
Section SC (2106) 2206. Adoption of Budget.—On or before
October 15 council shall adopt a capital budget. The capital
budget submitted by the planning board may be adopted with or
without modifications by the affirmative vote of a majority of the
couDcilmen holding office, except that any increase in any item of
the capital budget as submitted by the planning board shall
require the affirmative vote of two-thirds of the councilmen
holding office.
Section SC (2107) 2207. Changes in Budget. After the adop-
tion of the capital budget, it shall not be changed except that a
change recommended by three-fourths of the members of the
planning board may be adopted by council.
Section SC (2108) 2208. Eged of Capital Budget—The
adoption of the capital budget shall be an authorization and shall
constitute an appropriation of loan funds for carrying out the
approved projects in the manner provided therein, except that
if funds for any projects are to be derived from new debt or from
an increase in indebtedness the authorization shall not constitute
an appropriation until the new debt or increase of indebtedness
has been authorized in accordance with this act. The current
budget shall include an appropriation equal to the amount which
the capital budget authorizes to be expended in that year out of
revenue for capital projects. No contract or other obligation of
the city in connection with the carrying out of any capital project
shall be authorized unless the project is included in the capital
budget as adopted by council, and no contract or other obligation
shall be binding unless and until an appropriation has been made
therefor as provided in this act.
Section SC (2109) 2209. Limitation on Loans for Projeds.—
The amount of loans issued for capital projects included in the
first capital budget adopted hereunder shall not exceed 98 percent
of the amount authorized in the capital budget to be expended
for the ensuing fiscal year. In each succeeding year the per-
missible percentage shall be reduced by two so that ultimately
capital projects will be paid for wholly out of current revenue and
no loans will be procured for capital projects. Notwithstanding
the limitations in this section, council may authorize indebtedness
for all or part of the cost more than $10,000,000 or any self-
liquidating project, and such costs shall be excluded in determin-
ing the amount of bonds which may be issued in financing the
capital budget.
NEW JERSEY STATUTES AFFECTING LOCAL CAPITAL BUDGET '
Article *3A. Public Funds for Capital Purposes
*40: 2-28.1. Capital Budgets.-—^The governing body of each
municipahty and each county shall prepare, approve, and adopt
a budget for the expenditure of public funds for capital purposes
to give effect to general improvement programs. A capital budget
shall be a plan for the expenditure of pubHc funds for capital
purposes, showing as income the revenues, special assessments,
borrowings, receipts from the sale of capital assets, free surpluses,
and down-payment appropriations to be applied to the cost of a
capital project or projects, expenses of issuance of obligations,
engineering, supervision, contracts, and any other related ex-
penditures.
The budget shall be prepared in accordance with the regulations
of and in the form and arrangement and detail prescribed by the
State board. After promulgation of regulations by the State
board, the governing body shall expend or incur obligations for
capital purposes only after the adoption of a capital budget, and
in accordance with such budget except for the preliminary ex-
pense of plans, specifications, and estimates.
The State board shall adopt, and from time to time may
amend, reasonable rules and regulations for capital budgets.
Regulations-may classify the type of budget required, according
to size of municipality or county, nature of capital projects or
any other reasonable basis of distinction, and shall require a
' Taken from Cumulative Supplement to the Revised Statutes of the State of
New Jersey, 1938 Annual Volume, Municipalities and Counties, 40: 2-28.1, pp. 175
and 176.
statement of capital undertakings under way or projected over the
next ensuing 3 years as a general improvement program. Regu-
lations shall be uniform within the classifications established.
The State board may require different capital budgets to give
effect to a general improvement program as follows:
a. A special capital budget for the expenditure of funds
realized from the sale of obligations and adopted at the time such
sale is authorized.
6. A separate capital budget adopted at the same time and as
part of the annual budget.
c. A consolidated capital budget providing for the consolida-
tion of capital projects, with the annual budget treating bor-
rowed funds and other receipts as special revenue and capital
projects as separately itemized appropriations under the proper
office, department, institutions or other agency of the munici-
pality or county, as the case may be.
d. Any other type or form of budget adapted to planning and
guiding expenditures for capital improvement programs.
The State board shall also adopt reasonable regulations for
capital budgets for projects supported from funds borrowed in
successive installments as the work proceeds. A capital budget
need not be limited in duration to a single fiscal year, but may
continue for the life of the project. The State board shall
adopt reasonable regulations for the amendment of capital budg-
ets and for the transfer of amounts among the several items of
appropriation in the capital budget.
(Source, L. 1938, c. 128, §5, p. 275. Approved May 5, 1938.
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A pending project would include a project for which an ap-
propriation was authorized or was reasonably expected to be
au^l% zed up to December 31, 1939 (for example this might
be a project undertaken under the W. P. A. program).
All these projects should be entered on Form A.
A New Project is a project:
1. For which no appropriation has been authorized and
cannot reasonably expect to be authorized prior to December
31, 1939. All these projects should be entered on Form B.
Instructions for completing Forms A and B:
1. On Form A do not fill in columns 1, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15.
2. On Form B do not fill in column 1.
3. Arrangement of Projects.
A. On Form A. Pending Projects.
Assemble projects under the following general headings and
in the following order:
(1) Federal projects. All projects for which a loan or grant
has been made or may be made prior to December 31, 1939, by
the Federal Government.
(2) Other authorized projects or other projects for which an
appropriation has been made available or may be made available
prior to December 31, 1939.
(3) Projects for which only an approved but not issued ap-
propriation will be outstanding as of December 31, 1939.
These projects should be further arranged by the department
in order of preference.
B. On Form B. A^ew Projects.
These new projects should be arranged by the Department in
order of preference. In indicating these priorities consider the
6-year Capital program as a whole, and include only such projects
as in the interest of your Department should be started not later
than 1945.
4. Total original Estimated Cost (Form A, Col. 8).-—To include
all elements of cost of the completed project including P. W. A.
or W. P. A. funds.
5. Total Estimated Cost (Form B, Col. 5).—The assumption
should be that funds must be provided for through the Capital
Budget omitting all assumption of Federal grants.
6. Estimated additional Appropriations to he made available
between October 1 and December 31, 1939.—This column 14 Form
A, has been included primarily for the purpose of ascertaining the
extent of appropriations that the Departments expect may be
authorized during this period for projects connected with the
W. P. A. and P. W. A. programs. AU other additional appro-
priations that it is reasonably expected may be authorized during
the period should also be shown.
Use the Remarks column liberally in connection with this item.
7. Estimated appropriation required to meet liabilities incurred
in 1940 to 1945 {Form B).—These columns will include the total
expenditure to be incurred in the respective j'ears, for instance,
if a school building is to be started in 1941 and finished in 1942
those columns will contain the amount necessary to be spent in
each year.
8. Estimated additional annual operating and maintenance
charges on completion. This column should be equal to the
operating (personal service) and maintenance (other than
personal service) charges that will be necessary to permit the useMe new facility after it is completed. Include in the estimate
^^Kavings through operating and maintenance charges that
^^Hdc made.
f^^^^ructions for completing Form C.
cessary additional information on the various projects will
;ontained on Form C. Such information will include a
breakdown of costs, engineering and architectural plans and a
statement of the project showing how it meets present and
future needs of the City, how it fits in with the general long term
development program of your Department and how it is cor-
related with the long term program of other Departments,
Copies of this form wiU be made out for each project that is
submitted on Form B. It is realized, of course, that for costs in
the distant future only approximate estimates required by the
cost breakdown can be prepared.
For your information and convenience there is submitted a
sample Form C which indicates the type of information which the
Board desires.
Form A is a generously proportioned sheet designed to secure
necessary information on all Pending Projects, the status of the
appropriations available or exj^ected, etc. It has the following
column headings:
Column Title
1 City Planning Board Project Number
2 1939 Capital Budget Number, P. W. A. Docket Number,
W. P. A. Work Project Number or Code Number
3 Title, Description and Location
4 Date Constiuction Started or To start
5 Estimated Date of Completion
6 Estimated Useful Existence of Project
7 Date of Initial Appropriation Authorized
8 Total Original Estimated Cost
9 Appropriations Authorized in 1939 But Not Issued as of
September 30, 1939, Amount and Nature
10 Appropriations Available as of September 30, 1939,
Amount, Nature and Maturity
11 Liabilities Outstanding Against Appropiiations Available
as of September 30, 1939
12 Unencumbered Balance of Appropriations Availab e as of
September 30, 1939
13 Estimated Additional Liabilities to be Incurred October 1
to December 31, 1939
14 Estimated Additional Appropriations to be Available
October 1 to December 31, 1939
15 Estimated Unencumbered Balance of Appropriations
Available as of December 31, 1939
16 Estimated Expenditures During 1940
17 Estimated Additional Annual Operating Charges on
Completion
18 Remarks
Form B is set up similar to Form A, and it is used to gather
information about Proposed New Projects. The column heads
are:
Column Title
1 City Planning Board Pi eject Number
2 Title, Description and Location
3 Approximate Date Initial Appropriation is Required
4 Estimated Useful Existence of Project
5 Total Estimated Cost
6-11 Estimated Appropriation Required to Meet Liabilities to
be Incurred in 1940, 1941, 1942, 1943, 1944, and 1945
12 Estimated Appropriations Required after 1945 to Complete
13 Estimated Additional Annual Operating Charges on
Completion
14 Remarks
Form C follows.
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Table 27.—City of Boston—Sample of Individual Project Summary Sheet
CAPITAL BUDGET
CITY PLANNING BOARD FORM C
Date -
PROJECT SUMMARY
3. City Planning Bd. No
4. 1940 Cap. Budget No....
5. P. W. A. Docket No
6. W. P. A. Works Proj . No
7. Code No
1. Dept:
2. Project title:
8. Location:
9. Description:
10. Will project be revenue producing how much annually
11. Site is secured , to be secured
12. Status of plans:
13. Breakdown of costs:
Item Amount Notes(leave blank)
I. Planning (total a, b, c)
(a) Architects services.
(b) Engineering
(c) Inspection
II . Land.
III. Construction (total a, b).
(a) Labor..
(b) Non-Labor
IV. Miscellaneous equipment (total a, b).
(a) Equipment
(b) Furniture
V. Other.
Total estimated cost
(same as Col. 8 Form A or Col. 5 Form B)
14. Additional annual operation and maintenance charges
(total a, b, c)*
(a) Operating.
(b) Maintenance
Amount Explanation
(c) Other.
*Indicate savings by minus sign.
Source: Boston Project.
Note.—Other side will include space for: Purpose,
Relationship to Other Projects, and General Comments,
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TOWN OF BROOKLINE, MASSACHUSETTS
FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE COMMITTEE ON ADVANCED PROGRAMMING & BUDGETING
FOR THE YEAR 1943
The section headed "Objects of the Report" In last year's report Is omitted
this year, as this has been fully explained In previous reports. As In the past,
the proposed expenditures for this year are definite suggestions except as modified
In the remarks, but those for succeeding years are subject to change at the time of
each annual revlslono
EXPLANATION OF TABLES
Table I Is a summary table and shows Income under Section A, operating ex-
penses under Section B, and Capital Outlay program under Section C- The details
of this table are found In succeeding tables. The A and B tables have been rear-
ranged to conform with the arrangement now generally adopted In other cities and
towns. The years are placed In the first and last vertical columns Instead of on
upper horizontal line of each table, and the items are in the horizontal lines in-
stead of the vertical columns.
Table II shows the proposed Capital Expenditures as submitted by the depart-
ment heads, covering the next six years, together with a column headed "Future"o
The estimates of cost are as submitted but the years for which they are scheduled
are changed in some cases so as to prevent excessive Capital Expenditures in any
one year.
GROUPING OF DEPARTMENTS
GENERAL GOVERNMENT includes Assessing, Accounting, Legal, Selectmen, Town
Clerk and Treasury Departments.
HEALTH includes Contagious and Tuberculosis Hospitals, and Fly and Mosquito
Control.
SANITATION Includes refuse and garbage collection.
HIGHWAYS includes maintenance of streets, sewers and sidewalks, street light-
ing and snow removal.
PUBLIC WELFARE Includes Infirmary, Welfare Relief, Aid to Dependent Children,
Old Age Assistance, and Relief of Soldiers.
RECREATION Includes Maintenance of Parks, Recreation Department including
Gymnasium, Bath House and Supervised Play, and Memorial Observances.
ENGINEERING and PLANNING Includes construction of streets, sewers, surface
water drains, and general engineering for all departments.
OTHER DEPARTMENTS Includes Building, Exterior Repairs, Forestry, Garage,
American Legion Headquarters, Heating and Lighting Plant, Printing Warrants and
Reports, Town Hall, Weights and Measures, Workmen's Compensation, Military Aid,
Town Employees' Retirement System, Travel Outside the State, Contingency Fund and
Reserve Fund.
NOTES ON CAPITAL EXPENDITURE PROJECTS
Capital Projects are defined as New Construction, Major Repairs and Additions,
Including purchase of land, and Unusual Equipment costing $1,000 or more.
General Government, Under "Voting Machines" (Table II) $900 Is recommended
for rental of voting machines for the duration, as no purchases are possible at
present. This amount will be subtracted from the cost of more machines when pur-
chased later to equip the rest of the voting places. The total cost will be about
$100,000, of which !|20,000 has already been paldo
The Committee does not approve the expenditure of $2,000 for outside fire es-
capes for the Town Hall because this form of protection Is not considered adequate
todayo Fire escapes of this type are not generally used In case of emergency and
may be rendered dangerous by Ice and snow or by fire on the lower floors. In-
stead, we recommend equipping the building with automatic sprinklers If It Is
planned to have It remain In use for any length df time after the war. Such a
system not only safeguards the exits, but protects the building by putting out the
fire. It also Includes an alarm system which would allow the discontinuance of
the present A.D.T. alarm, now costing $750 a year. An estimate made in 1941 gave
$4,400 as the cost of such sprinkler equipment, but it is somewhat more expensive
under today's prices.
We believe the most Important project to be taken up after this war Is a new
Town Office Building. This matter should be studied so that the work can be
started at the earliest possible date. The expense could be spread over two or
more years, and by using some of the Town's surplus, no borrowing would be necea-
saryo
We trust that some less expensive location can be found for the Welfare De-
partment lintll the time when space will be available in the new Town Office Build-
ing, as it does not seem desirable to spend $5,000 to fix up the old Parsons
School for temporary use.
Fire Department. The item of $15,000 for a new engine to replace No, 6 at
Hammond Street was voted last year but could not be usedo It is still available
for this purpose when the apparatus can be obtained,
Enpilnee ring Department. The $6,500 for new betterment streets covers Chatham
Circle which has been approved by the Planning Board and can be built during the
year under the betterment plan.
The amount of $30,700 for new sewers and drains is divided as follows:
Sewers ; Lyon Road - $2,500. The right of way was accepted by the Town at the
annual meeting In 1942, The sewer was not built on account of priorities on cri-
tical material and the appropriation of $10,750 was turned back into the general
fund. An appropriation will be necessary in order to make an agreement with the
owners of the properties. Therefore, a part of the cost of the sewer is placed in
the budget this vear in order to begin work if materials are available,
Chatham Circle - $2,600
Unforeseen - 8,000
Drains ; Lyon Road - $3,500, See explanation for sewers, except that the
amount turned back into the general fund was $12,500.
Essex Street Extension - $3,000, This is necessary to relieve an
old overcharged sanitary sewer and to eliminate future damage claims,
Chatham Circle - $2,100
Longwood Playground - $1,000. Reconstruction due to the collapse
of an old drain laid on pile foundations.
Unforeseen - $8,000
The amount for unforeseen sewers and drains is to cover the cost of possible
drainage in Gushing Road, and other unforeseen sewer and drain construction.
Education Department, The Pierce School Gymnasium, costing $65,000, was voted
in 1942, but could not be built. This money is still available for the purpose,
but probably cannot be used until after the war. We believe it should be kept
available and not be turned back to the general fund.
I
Parka and Recreation. The item of $20,000 for land behind the Baker School
Is strongly recommended for use just as soon as posslbleo This land is assessed
for $17,500 and will make a desirable skating pond and later a playground. It is
low, swampy ground, ill adapted for building development, and if used for houses
would cost the Town about $150,000 for sewers and drains. Such drainage would
have to go through Newton on account of the topography and this expense would not
be warrantedo In a year such as this one, when little can be spent for capital
projects, it would seem to be very desirable to buy land for future projects such
as this oneo
The other parks and playgrounds listed should, we believe, be postponed until
a population study by age groups and a survey by a playgroiind expert can be com-
pletedo The Planning Board is now working on the population study.
Water Department
o
In view of the fact that the Metropolitan Water Department
is now working on a high pressure system which will eventually cover Brookline, we
believe that as little as possible should be spent for new pumping facilities o The
$3,500 for the pumping station is tabulated, as it was appropriated at the annual
meeting in 1942, but unexpended and turned back into the general fund on account of
priorities in vital materialso This year the Water Department has been assured by
the War Production Board that the necessary material can be obtainedo
VALUATION AND TAX RATE
The figure of $25 has been assumed for the tax rate over the years i"§43-1948,
and Table I, Section C, Column C-6 shows how much borrowing would be necessary to
retain this rate under the estimated income and outgOo It is hoped that the pay-
as-you-go program which has been in effect for three years may be continued. To
do so, it will be necessary to raise the tax rate or cut expenses in the course of
a few years.
We are pleased to note that tv/o bills are now before .the Massachusetts Legis-
lature to allow the formation of Municipal reserves with certain restrictions..
This, we believe to be a very desirable legislation as it would allow money to be
held in reserve in good years and spent in lean years, tending to prevent finan-
cial depressions. This would also tend to prevent major variations in the Tax
Rate
.
Respectfully submitted.
Gorham Dana, Chairman Planning Board.
Charles Rowley, Moderator.
Daniel Tyler, Jr. , Selectman.
Leon L. Allen, Town Accountant.
Walter A. Devine, Town Engineer.
COMMITTEE ON ADVANCED PROGRAMMING AND BUDGETING
March 10, 1943.
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TABLE II
SCHEDULE OF PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS
1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948
900 19,100 20,000 20,000 20,000
300,000 300,000
6,000
2,000
5,000
10,000
65,000
lOjOOO-M
15,000
22,000
32,500
86,000
49,000
135 , 000
35,000
250,000
5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000
6,500 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000
15,000 50,000 50,000 10,000 10,000
68,500
50,000
30,700 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000
50,000
30,obo
1,500
40,000
4,000
Future
GENERAL GOVFRNMENT
Voting Machines
New Town Office Building
Rearrangement of Town Offices,
some in Town Hall and some in
Police Station
Fire Escapes for Town Hall
Welfare Office in Parsons School
Relaying Steam Pipes at Hospital
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Police Station, southwest part
of Town
Renovate Police Station for
Police Department
FIRE DEPARTMENT
New 'Engine, replacing #6 at
Hammond St. (21 years old)
New Engine, replacing #7 at
Washington St. (10 years old)
New Ladder, replacing #2 at
Headquarters
New Station, #3 & #4, Coolidge
Corner, Land
Building
New Station #1 & #2, Washington
Street, Land
Building
Repair Shop
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Nurses' Home at Hospital
SANITATION DEPARTMENT
Destructor Plant
Sanitation Depot, Kent Street
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Englargement Cypress Street Yard
New Curbs
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
Streets and Sewers;
New Betterment Streets,
Street Alterations, Channeliza-
tion and Pertinent Work
Cypress Street, Washington to
Boylston Street, alteration
and widening
Property Damages
New Drains and Sewers
New Trunk Drains and Sewers;
Drain, Beverly Road Outlet
Clyde Street, Alteration &
Widening
Property Damages
South St., Alteration & Widening
Property Damages
25,000
20,000
50,000
40,000
50,000
Indicates amount appropriated at annual meeting 1942, but not yet spent.
SCHEDULE OF PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS 1943 - 1948 (Cont.)
1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 Future
Heath St. , Alteration & Widening
west of Hammond Street
^
Property Damages
Chestnut St. , Alteration & Wid-
ening
Property Damages
Goddard Ave., Alteration & Wid-
ening
Lee Street, Alteration & Widening
Eliot St., Extension, Construc-
tion and Widening
St. Paul St., Construction &
Widenlns
Property Damages
36 , 000
30,000
60,000
5,500
100,000
100,000
-L^b
, UUU
4,000
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
Pierce School Gymnasium
High School, North Wing
Baldwin School Addition
Fire Alarm and Sprinklers;
Baldwin School
High School, 1922 & 1923 units
Pierce Primary School
Lincoln School
Lawrence School
Elementary School, Aspinwall Hill
District , Building
New School, rear Newton & Clyde
^[""Ppptcj Tiflnrl
Building
65,000-;.'
,
www
5,500
14,300
433,180
9,900
14,300
125,000
18,200
475,000
LIBRARY DEPARTMENT
Putterham District Building
Washington Square Building
Coolidge Corner Building
Alterations to present Coolidge
Corner Building 1,000
32,000
35,000
''IS nnn
, www
PARK & RECREATION DEPARTMENT
Baker School, purchase of land in
rear for Playground
Construction of Skating Rink
Resurfacing Tennis Courts
Old Longwood School Lot grading
Baldwin School Playground (Pur-
chased in 1941) grading
Pierce School Playground;
Purchase of additional land
Grading
Aspinwall Hill Playground;
Purchase of Land
Grading
Devotion School Playground;
Purchase of Bouve Lot
Bouve Lot;
Grading area for Highway pur-
poses
Reconditioning proposed play-
ground now used for Highway
purposes on Devotion Street
Brookline Field;
Concrete Roller Skating Rink
Clark Playground;
Construction of Wading Pool
\ Brookline Field; Floodlights
Corey Hill Park, addition;
Purchase of Land
20,000
3,500
2,500
10,000
3,500
8,500
8,150
4,500
7,000
2 , 500
3,500
10,000
3,500 3,500
11,700
7,500
3,500
32,000
10,000
5,000
•Indicates amount appropriated at annual meeting 1942, but not yet spent.
••Indicates if this school is to oe built, land should be purchased in advance.
SCHEDULE OF PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS 1943 - 1948 (Cont.)
1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 Future
Heath School District Playground;
Purchase of Land
Bath House;
Addition to Swimming Pool 17,000
30,000
CEMETERY (WALNUT HILL)
Driveways, Fillings, etco
Drainage
500
500
1,500
1,000
1,500
1,000
1,500
1,000
1,500
1,000
1,500
1,000
WATER DEPARTMENT
Pumping Station
New Mains and Services
Addition to High Service;
Pumping Station
Mains; Corey Hill
South Street
Glenland Road
Arlington Road
New Tank, High Service
Mains, Services, Meters,
3,500
21,500
35,000
15,000
40,000
40,000
11,500
40,000
40,000
60,000
8,000
40,000
40,000
4,500
40,000
40,000
40,000
190,000
TOTALS 87,100 753,100 800,450 985,880 478,600 742,900 1,922,500






